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Executive summary 
 

The second stage of the Program to Formalize the Assets of the Poor of Tanzania and 
Strengthen the Rule of Law, or MKURABITA, is a critical component of the transition 
process to a single rule of law based economy accessible to all Tanzanians. It is in this stage 
that the required changes are carefully designed. This Reform Design stage follows an 
articulated and comprehensive plan: deepening the analysis of the critical elements identified 
during Diagnosis; assessing the feasibility of formulating required changes to close the 
current gap between the two institutional realities existing in Tanzania, the legal and the 
extralegal; prioritizing reforms according to expected effects and impact; coordinating 
proposed reforms with existing initiatives to modernize and improve related areas; and 
designing the legal and programmatic instruments needed to implement the reforms.  
 
The present document describes the main characteristics of the Reform Design stage in the 
context of a Work Plan, covering the following aspects: 
 

1. Objective 
2. Strategic principles 
3. Conceptual framework and approach  
4. Organization  
5. Program’s responsibilities 
6. Deliverables 

 
1. Objective  
The objective is to present and explain to the GOT the goals, the conceptual framework, the 
strategic principles, the approach to design the reforms as well as the scope of work for the 
Reform Design stage of the MKURABITA Program. It is also intended to describe the 
organizational model that will be used to conduct the project as well as the timeline to carry 
out the activities and produce the deliverables of this stage   

 
2. Strategic principles  
The following strategic principles have been considered for the design of this work plan:   

 The research, as well as the reform design course of action, demands a flexible and 
gradual approach able to accommodate the discovery process intrinsic to any study 
dealing with the extralegal sector and its manifestations.  

 To ensure successful implementation of the reforms, it is essential to build awareness 
and consensus about MKURABITA and the benefits of the Program. Key are an 
effective communications strategy and a carefully designed plan. 

 Only the direct involvement of the GoT at the highest level will guarantee the 
credibility of the Program and the commitment for change. 
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 Active involvement and coordinations with stakeholders is considered critical for the 
success of the project. 

 The study will cover Mainland and Zanzibar, grading the scope for each area according 
to the strategic definitions to be established at the outset by the GOT. 

 
3. Conceptual framework and approach  
The conceptual basis of the study to be carried out during this stage can be summarized 
through the following criteria: 

 Totally in sync with the local culture, the archetypes tell us where Tanzanians want to 
go – and thus are taken as the starting point of the study.1 

 To break the barriers or shortcomings that most Tanzanians face and to search for 
solutions, two perspectives of reform are considered:  

o From the Bottom-up: to harmonize, professionalize, and formalize the 
extralegal archetypes;  

 Need to build the reforms on the user friendly qualities of existing 
archetypes and reflect said qualities in the legal mechanisms 

 Need to identify capacity constraints and design remedies accordingly 
 Need to look for archetypes which may yet be discovered 

o From the Top-down: tailoring existing legal institutions to suit the excluded 
(dealing with the obstacles and deficiencies);  

 How to simplify, prune and adapt current legal system to local needs 
and capabilities 

 How can we modify the current law to address the issues now handled 
by the archetypes? 

 How to adapt ongoing programs to address the issues handled by the 
archetypes. 

 A convergence analysis of the two institutional realities is unfolded, and reforms are 
conceived to build the three basic institutional mechanisms indispensable to foster 
growth and to include everyone, especially the poor   

o Formal, fungible property rights that not only allow assets to be identified but 
also allow ordinary people to move them in the expanded market to capture as 
much economic value as possible.  

o Legal and economic mechanisms that increase business productivity through 
the creation of distinct legal entities, incorporating asset partitioning and an 
efficient “division of labor”.   

                                                 
1  It should be recalled that during the Diagnosis it was established that Tanzanians in the extralegal economy 
have actually created a self-organized system of documented institutions that allows them to govern their 
actions. These are “archetypes” – patterns of social interaction whose further development is fundamental to the 
creation of a legal economic order that is rooted in Tanzania´s indigenous culture. 
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o Identity devices for enterprises to operate in the expanded market, acquiring 
the capacity to operate in networks beyond family members and circles of 
acquaintances.   

 Reforms must be seen as a “package” that will produce all the expected synergies only 
after their joint design and implementation. The underlying “architecture” that holds 
reforms together guarantees coherence and expected effects. However, this fact does 
not preclude the possibility of producing reforms in modules or stand-alone 
components.     

 
4. Organization  

The study, including the design of reforms, has been organized applying the criteria and 
definitions that follow: 

 Phases of the analysis and reform design: each reform proposal will be elaborated 
over the following phases: 

o Deepening the analysis by studying archetypes through the eyes of a reformer. 
This includes: 

 Expanding the study of the archetypes to assess: aims, successes, 
shortcomings 

 Comparing the archetypes to their counterparts in the legal framework: 
to highlight the effectiveness as well as shortcomings of current legal 
system 

 Verifying findings and usage patterns at regional and national levels 
o Outlining the reforms, by combining the best qualities of the archetypes and 

the best practices that can be instilled in the legal system. This involves: 
 Appraising or determining required reforms and levels of reform 
 Assessing feasibility: support, cost, impact, implementation 
 Harmonizing with ongoing reforms 
 Discussing with stakeholders 
 Benchmarking 

o Designing the proposals (policies or legal reforms) in a way that can be 
promoted within the current institutional and legal system in Tanzania. This 
includes: 

 Preparing proposals 
 Carrying out consultation with experts 
 Preparing communication plan 
 Preparing implementation plan 

 
 Archetypes are arranged for study in three appropriate levels of legal security and 

market inclusion and according to the three basic institutional mechanisms required to 
create wealth: 
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o Documentation (representations of assigned rights): documentation, 
adjudication, testament, association, identification, contract, representation.   

o Formalization and Registration (a public recognition of rights): registration, 
attestation. 

o Extracting the value contained in the documents (unleashing capital): 
fungibility, collateral, division of labor, management, transparency, traceable 
liability, redundancy, standardization. 

 
This arrangement is basically an analytical tool to locate the archetypes and evaluate 
their potential for formalization. 
 
No registration can be widely attempted without proper documents providing evidence 
on assigned rights. No sustained and efficient utilization of property rights can take 
place if they are not properly registered in secure and widely used registration systems.  
 

 Issues for potential reforms are also identified according to the three basic institutional 
mechanisms and the three categories of legal security and inclusion. For the 
convergency analysis and on the Diagnosis and international experience of best 
practices and standards, a preliminary list of potential reform issues has been defined, 
representing the initial set of working hypotheses for reform, which will be adjusted or 
improved as the analysis progresses: 

o Property rights: documentation and standardization of individual and 
collective real estate, or registration of real estate and related transactions, 
authorization to build subdivide and amalgamate real estate, etc. 

o Business organizational forms: documentation and standardization of 
agreements for the legal recognition of business, business formalization, 
registering and updating of registry information, etc. 

o Expanded markets: documentation, standardization and enforcement of 
contracts and guarantees, access to third parties financing, etc. 

 
Cross sectional issues are also on the list, including: regulatory improvement and 
streamlining; identification of persons; access of women and relevant minority groups 
to reform benefits, etc. 

 
 Each proposed reform will go through a systematic process of thorough analysis and 

corroboration: definition of hypothesis, objectives, deliverables, and preliminary 
scope; validation and analysis with experts and consultants; analysis of alternatives 
including comparison with applicable international benchmarks and research of 
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ongoing reforms in Tanzania, as well as consultation with local stakeholders.  For each 
of the selected aspects of potential reforms, the aim is to ensure the presence of 
systems or mechanisms that possess positive characteristics such as efficiency, 
transparency, security, simplification, low cost, predictability and integrity.  

 
 It is essential to note that an appropriate level of reform (intermediate or final) is 

evaluated for each case, according to factors such as: 
o Costs involved 
o Implementation time frame 
o Institutional capacity 
o Estimated additional benefit 
 

Thus, proposals will result in different recommended levels of reform according to the 
aforementioned factors. Tanzania will achieve an improved legal framework, one that 
is achievable in a reasonable span of time. 
 

5. Program’s responsibilities 
 The Program has been organized clearly by distributing the main functions and 

responsibilities among the three key participant entities: 
        GOT 

- Take political leadership 
- Sustain commitment and keep Program as a priority on its agenda   
- Make key and strategic decisions 

                     MKURABITA Local Office 
- Provide technical, administrative and logistical support 
- Help interaction with the different GOT entities and stakeholders 
- Implement awareness and communications campaigns following decisions 

of the GoT  
                     ILD 

- Take technical leadership 
-  Define content issues 
-  Conduct research 
-  Prepare proposals and reform plans 

 
 Taking into account all the explained premises, the Reform stage work plan is 

structured in four parts with a corresponding detailed set of activities:  
 

i. Program, planning and definition of scope of the research (20 activities). 
ii. Deepen analysis, evaluation and outlining of alternative reforms (16 

activities). 
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iii. Design reforms and draft legal text (8 activities). 
iv. Preparation and presentation of proposals and the final report, including a 

communications strategy (11 activities). 
 

 Responsibilities and efforts are distributed among the ILD team and local professionals 
from different specialization areas. The ILD approach demands multidisciplinary work, 
which essentially, but not exclusively, requires qualitative research. Specific roles and 
responsibilities are defined for each member of the project team. There are three 
different groups of professionals that will participate in the project: ILD staff, permanent 
local staff and temporary staff. Project schedules and time efforts have also been defined 
for each group.   

 
 Finally, it should be mentioned that once proper consultation with Tanzanian authorities 

is carried out during the first month of the Reform Design stage, the Work Plan could be 
eventually enriched and refined further as long as the scope of work is not altered, the 
agreed budget is not exceeded, or the risk factors are not increased. The nature of the 
Reform Design is not an engineering process; it is rather a flexible, creative process 
subject to the discipline of project management and political strategy considerations.  

 
6. Deliverables 
 
The deliverables of the Reform Design stage are designed to provide the GOT with clear, 
practical, and sustainable recommendations for reforming property (business and real estate) 
laws and institutions to incorporate the poor in Tanzania into the mainstream economy, 
thereby empowering them. 
 

a) In month 7 a First Progress Report of the Reform design.  
b) In month 9 the Outline of the first group of Reforms. 
c) In month 16 the Second Progress Report of the Reform Design. 
d) In month 22 the Final Report of the Reform Design. 
e) In month 23 the Action Plan for Implementation. 
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I. Background 
 
The Government of the United Republic of Tanzania (GOT) and the ILD have signed a 
consultancy agreement for the execution of a Property and Business Formalization Program, 
comprising the Diagnosis and Reform Design stages.  
 
The Diagnosis stage ended with the delivery of the Final Report and the corresponding 
presentation to the GOT in September 2005. To continue with the Reform stage and organize 
the corresponding research as well as the design of proposals, it is necessary to create a 
strategic plan for all the related activities that will ensure that the Program is carried out 
efficiently and productively. 
 
The Diagnosis has thrown light over the multiple factors that impede the access of Tanzanians 
to legality, thus forcing people to turn to the extralegal economy, which we have found to be 
extensive: 

a. 98% of all businesses operate extralegally.  
b. 89% of all properties are held extralegally. 
c. The Tanzanian poor know how to create value on their own: The extralegal 

economy has assets worth US $ 29 billion. 
d. It is virtually impossible for 90% of Tanzanians to enter the legal economy 
e. Tanzanians in the extralegal economy have actually created a self-organized 

system of documented institutions that allows them to govern their actions. 
 
Exclusion is therefore a major feature of the Tanzanian economy.  To remedy the situation 
demands structural and comprehensive reforms that will tackle all the deficiencies already 
spotted by the Diagnosis. An endeavor of this magnitude requires a clear strategy, careful 
planning and a flexible approach that will allow new aspects of extralegality to be discovered 
along the way. This work plan has been built with this in mind and based on the ILD’s  
expertise in dealing with extralegality and building bottom-up solutions based on the principle 
mechanisms fundamental to Tanzania’s extralegal economy. Said mechanisms indicate how 
citizens of limited resources actually govern property on their own, cooperate among 
themselves, and communicate with parties beyond their limited circles of acquaintance – i.e. 
those patterns of social interaction that we call “archetypes”. 
  
II. The Work Plan’s Objective 

 
To present to the GOT the goals, conceptual framework, strategic principles, approach to 
design reforms, and the scope of work of the Reform Design stage of the “Program to 
Formalize the Assets of the Poor of Tanzania and Strengthen the Rule of Law” 
(MKURABITA).  It also aims to describe the operational organization to conduct the project 
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and the timeline to carry out the activities to produce the deliverables. Overall, this document 
provides the framework and guiding tool for the execution of the program during the reform 
stage – a Work Plan. 
 
This version of the Work Plan has benefited from the recommendations of the Review Report 
sponsored by the Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation2, as well as from the 
insights provided by the Standing Committee of the Steering Committee after considering a 
preliminary version.  Once we have consulted with the appropriate Tanzanian authorities 
during the first month of the Reform Design stage, we believe that we will be in a position to 
enrich and refine this Work Plan even further. 
 
III. The objectives and strategic principles of the Reform Design stage 
 
The Formalization Program is designed and conducted following the ILD perspective and 
conceptual basis (see Annex 1) for creating the three basic legal mechanisms required by any 
modern, efficient and inclusive economy –thus fostering a property system that will allow 
owners to create capital. The starting point for such a major jump, as the Diagnosis clearly 
shows, has to be the nation’s extralegal assets, which are mainly of two kinds: Real estate and 
businesses. The Program’s ultimate objective will be the Establishment of an Institutional 
Framework that fosters and Inclusive Economy under one Rule of Law, to empower those 
sectors of society that are deprived of the necessary legal mechanisms to become fully 
endowed members of the market economy. The sine qua non of such an endeavor is the fact 
that MKURABITA will be operating under the direct surveillance of the GOT at the highest 
level. 
 
The ILD views this Program as a transformation process of the profoundest sort that will 
ultimately bring all the dispersed extralegal arrangements under one rule of law, through 
logical stages, beginning with the Diagnosis and immediately followed by a Reform Design 
stage.  
 
The general objective of the Reform stage is to provide the GOT with detailed policy and 
institutional proposals as well as a communications and implementation strategy to integrate 
extralegal real estate and businesses into the legal system in order to boost economic growth, 
reduce poverty, and eventually expand the tax base.  The Institutional Reform Program will 
be based on the results of the Diagnosis already carried out in Tanzania.   
 
The main specific objectives of the Reform Design are: 

                                                 
2 “Review of the first phase of the property and business formalisation programme (PBFP) in Tanzania”, Nordic 
Consulting Group, October 2005. 
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• Build on well-established local legal and extralegal practices that Tanzanians identify with 
and respect. 

• Create an institutional vehicle with the responsibility of integrating all Tanzanians into 
one legal economic system – with the over-riding goal of enabling people to generate 
capital. 

• Reduce the time and cost to enter and operate in the legal sector. 
• Eliminate wasteful procedures used by citizens to avoid sanctions for sidestepping the 

law. 
• Streamline the rules and procedures that govern real estate and business activities. 
• Lay the groundwork for a massive formalization campaign. 
• Provide a basis for the Program and to facilitate capital formation, personal identification 

systems, national security, collections systems for credit, rates and taxes, housing and 
infrastructure, insurance, and other value added information services during the later 
Stages of the Program. 

 
The Reform stage has essential differences with the objectives and the corresponding 
operational approach of the Diagnosis stage. For instance, during the Reform stage, the 
viability assessment of the proposals not only requires interacting effectively with the 
stakeholders, including on-going reform programs, but also building awareness and consensus 
to create a receptive environment for the Program’s reforms. 
 
Setting the priority of the reforms along with the process of outlining them will be a 
participatory process: consulting relevant issues and coordinating efforts with the 
stakeholders (e.g. on-going programs, special organizations, and other groups or individuals 
that have a legitimate stake in the reforms etc.).  Interaction with stakeholders is 
indispensable given the fact that any attempt to reform the nation’s sizeable extralegal reality 
will affect the framework or institutional set up where an entire people interact. Not all 
aspects of this framework are explicitly emphasized by the ILD reform proposals. Typically, 
the Formalization Program will boost other initiatives that are striving for correcting 
distortions or limitations that people in the extralegal sector currently face. Nevertheless, the 
existence of different visions of reality could cast shadows, neglect the synergies or reinforce 
effects that the initiatives in question could have vis-à-vis the Formalization Program. 
 
Building awareness for this kind of Program requires a well thought communications strategy 
and a carefully designed plan. Only in this way will the GOT, with the assistance of the ILD, 
be able to explain the benefits of the Reform effectively and create a nationwide consensus 
for its approval and implementation. However, is very important to remember that what is 
really at work is a political strategy: even though the reforms will favor the large majority, 
there is always the chance that influential minorities might feel that their interests are being 
challenged. To deal with counter potential bureaucratic and political barriers to reform, 
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experienced political operatives will be required as well as the involvement of the top level of 
government.3 Only with such backup support in place can the communications strategy be 
adequately – and effectively –implemented. The risk of not taking this into account is 
enormous, with the potential cost of losing credibility for the reforms and undercutting their 
effectiveness -- thus smothering the Program in the cradle. 
 
Equally important is the scope of the reforms. In principle, the reforms are to be designed 
covering Mainland and Zanzibar. Nevertheless, as the Diagnosis has revealed, the findings 
for both political regions are very different, which implies that the reforms should be built 
accordingly. As a result, a strategic definition is needed at the outset of the Reform stage that 
must balance the political will of the GOT with the restrictions imposed by the existing 
Program budget. 
 
Finally, it is crucial to stress that we see the Reform Design stage as a gradual process.  What 
the ultimate framework for a newly enhanced Tanzania legal system will be is not clear at this 
moment, even after an extensive Diagnosis. To design the reforms requires taking the time 
over the next twelve months to figure out exactly what the most effective and productive 
reforms could be. It is essential to apply a flexible and gradual approach that accommodates 
the discovery process. 
 
IV. The approach of the study 
 
As stressed in the Diagnosis, the most distinctive feature of the ILD perspective is that the 
legal framework is studied from the standpoint of ordinary citizens (i.e. not just how the law 
works but how it affects them), and the extralegal framework is analyzed in-depth. These top-
down and bottom-up exercises will continue to guide the work of the Reform Design stage. 
The over-riding objective is to be constantly on the look out for ways to help merge these two 
strands into an over-all enhanced legal framework for Tanzania.  It is important to note that 
we will be working with what already exists in Tanzania: the current legal framework, full of 
shortcomings and accessible only for the few, as well as the current extralegal framework, 
effective but still inefficient, where most of Tanzanians conduct their activities.  In short, the 
research and design of reforms will always be guided by what we call a convergence analysis. 
 
The challenge then is twofold: to tailor existing legal institutions to suit the poor and to 
harmonize, professionalize, and formalize the extralegal archetypes of the poor in Tanzania.   
 
The result should be a new and enhanced legal framework – i.e. one that benefits all the 
people of Tanzania, in short:  
                                                 
3 See Annex 2 with an extract of Chapter 6, Part II, of The Mystery of Capital, with a clear explanation of why 
the communication strategy is mainly a political one. 
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• A Bottom-up exercise: to harmonize, professionalize, and formalize the extralegal 
archetypes; for which we need to:  

o build the reforms on the user friendly qualities of existing archetypes and reflect 
said quantities in the legal mechanisms 

o identify capacity constraints and design remedies accordingly 
o look for archetypes which may yet be discovered 

 
• A Top-down exercise: tailoring existing legal institutions to suit the excluded (dealing 

with the obstacles and deficiencies). The challenges are:  
o How to simplify, prune and adapt current legal system to local needs and 

capabilities 
o How can we modify the current law to address the issues handled by the 

archetypes? 
o How can we adapt ongoing programs to address the issues handled by the 

archetypes? 
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The archetypes are taken as the starting point of the study not only because they demonstrate 
a clear political constituency for change but also do to the fact that they reflect the 
arrangements or practices taking place in the sector where the vast majority of Tanzanians 
work or live. These archetypes tell us where people want to go and constitute social practices 
that are totally in sync with their culture. Nevertheless, the Reform Design process will take 
into account not only the prevailing local and customary arrangements but also the 
institutional obstacles and deficiencies found in the legal framework. 

11
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CONVERGENCY ANALYSIS:
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The convergence analysis will ultimately lead to the outline and design of reform proposals 
aimed at breaking the current shortcomings and barriers and building the three basic 
institutional mechanisms, namely: 

o Formal, integrated, secure, fungible and transferable property rights 
o Organizational forms to increase productivity through the creation of “distinct 

legal entities” 
o Identity devices to allow enterprises to operate in the expanded market 

 
V. Organization of the study  

A set of criteria is selected in order to organize the study and related reform design, as well as 
to establish the scope of work for this stage of the Program. The relevant criteria are 
explained in this section. 
   

a) Phases of the analysis and reform design: in order to develop a consistent, viable 
and relevant set of solutions; each reform proposal will be elaborated going through 
the following (sequential) phases: 

o Deepening the analysis, basically involving the following aspects: 
 Expanding the study of the archetypes: aims, successes and 

shortcomings  
 Confronting the archetypes with the legal framework: effectiveness 

and shortcomings of current legal system 
 Verifying findings and patterns at regional and national levels 

o Outlining the reforms, including the following type of activities: 
 Appraising or determining required reform level 
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 Assessing feasibility4 
 Harmonizing with ongoing reforms 
 Discussing with stakeholders 
 Benchmarking 

o Designing the proposals, comprising the following: 
 Preparing proposals 
 Carrying out consultation with experts 
 Preparing communication plan 
 Preparing implementation plan 

 
b) Organizing the archetypes for the analysis: Archetypes are arranged fo study in 

three appropriate levels of legal security and market inclusion and according to the 
three basic institutional mechanisms required to create wealth: 
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In this fashion, the first block of archetypes to be scrutinized (applying all the phases 
of the analysis) are those related to the documentation of property rights, business 
organizations and contracts – and thus set the foundation for reforms related to the 
capitalization of assets. In fact, without proper documentation it is meaningless to 

                                                 
4 For further discussion on this assessment see section related to the Workplan 
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attempt any kind of large-scale formalization much less build registration systems. 
(Without documentation, they would lack comprehensiveness and reliability).  
 
A second block of archetypes for reform, conceivable only after documents observe 
some standards, would have as focal point the registration of those documents so 
that security is added to the process (through the recognition of rights) at the same 
time that integration of the scattered registration schemes is developed.  
 
The third block would comprise the rest of reforms that will not only complete the 
set of reforms deemed necessary for the capitalization of assets, but will also allow 
the expansion of opportunities for the newly formalized assets and their owners 
(downstream services and benefits). The net benefit of the reformed institutional 
framework produced by the set of reforms will become then apparent. 
 
This partition of reforms is essentially an analytical tool that does not forego the 
possibility that some archetypes in the second or third block could be analyzed even 
before the complete preceding block is finalized as long as the necessary inputs are 
already available. 

 
c) Potential areas for reform: In the final Diagnosis Report, we offered a list of 

recommendations for top-down and bottom-up reforms organized according to the 
three basic mechanisms required to create an inclusive economy. In this Work Plan 
we have regrouped these recommendations and have introduced the three categories 
representing levels of legal security and market inclusion (documentation, 
formalization and registration and exploitation of the value contained in the 
documents). This list of reform issues is the new starting point for the Reform 
Design Stage. 
 
The exact dimension and scope of particular reforms will become clear only after the 
additional research planned for this stage. By the same token, the list could be 
further perfected given that since during the analysis some new issues might be 
identified while others might be dropped.   
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The list does not mean that particular potential reforms can be implemented in 
isolation, or even out of some specific order. The reforms should be taken as an 
“integral package” that, properly implemented, will generate synergies; only then 
can all the expected effects of capitalization flourish. Furthermore, the sequence of 
implementation has to be scrupulously defined to ensure the largest benefits 
possible. The Action Plan to be delivered at the end of this stage will take care of 
this fact. 

 
For each of the selected areas of potential reforms, our aim is to verify within the 
current legal system the existence (or absence) of schemes or mechanisms that 
possess positive characteristics such as efficiency, transparency, security, 
simplification, standardization, low cost, predictability and integrity. This analysis 
will be done from the perspective of the extralegal sector, applying the bottom-up 
approach and taking into account the 17 archetypes reported by the Diagnosis, along 
with any additional patterns of social interaction that we may find in the extralegal 
economy and that might be useful building blocks for reform. 

 
Nor is this a mere “laundry list” of reforms, since each issue has been thoroughly 
studied during the Diagnosis, and sound reasons for analyzing them from a reform 
point of view have been established, as will become clear with the description of the 
activities of the work plan below. 
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d) Establishing the appropriate level of reform: Even though the issues for potential 

reforms have been spotted, the specific characteristics that they will take cannot be 
known until the phases of the analysis are undertaken. Therefore it is necessary that 
an appropriate level of reform (intermediate or final) be evaluated in each case. For 
that matter, the following main evaluation factors will be applied: 
• Costs or resources required by the reform 
• Implementation time frame 
• Institutional capacity 
• Estimated additional benefit 
• Outreach and potential beneficiaries 

 
Thus, proposals will result in different recommended levels of reform according to the 
aforementioned factors. Tanzania will achieve an improved legal framework, one that 
is achievable in a reasonable span of time. 
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VI. Organization of the Program 
 
The crucial factor for running the Program successfully is to properly take into account the 
particularities and characteristics of the Tanzanian reality –where the extralegal sector is 
predominant. Meaningful and customized reform proposals for including the majority of the 
population can be built only out of a deep understanding of the extralegal practices and all the 
archetypes therein that might contribute to creating a modern, inclusive economy, together 
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with a clear analysis of the obstacles faced by the extralegal sector. This is precisely the ILD’s 
area of expertise and will be the main contribution of the ILD as the technical leader of the 
Program.  
 
To deal with the issues of extralegality and to be alert to discovering any new facts – or 
additional archetypes – still hidden in the extralegal sector, the direct involvement of the ILD 
staff is required throughout this stage. Since a one-size-fits-all solution is not applicable to 
this kind of Program, the ILD staff will guide the research and the designing of reforms 
throughout the Program. The local participation will follow this guidance, interact with and 
complement the ILD efforts, providing the necessary contacts and making available the best 
local expertise on issues related to reforms. Given the dimension of the challenge, the 
availability of ILD staff resources is bound to fall short, making it necessary to farm out part 
of the research, but only under the close guidance of ILD experts. Nevertheless the ILD will 
assure the building of capacities so that a team of local professionals will be trained and will 
also have the chance to accumulate the concepts and experience necessary to take on 
responsibilities along the different stages of the Program. 
 
The local staff attached to the Program will actively participate on a permanent basis 
(qualified staff appointed by MKURABITA office) as well as on temporary basis (consultants 
hired for specialized matters). Both groups will work together with the ILD staff and 
continuously exchange ideas and points of view while preparing the reform proposals. The 
local permanent staff will also have some supervisory responsibilities to assure that 
consultants are complying with their a greements. 
 
Strategies and plans will be drafted by the ILD with the assistance of the local staff and then 
presented to the GOT. During the Reform stage, the results from different groups will be 
consolidated by the ILD staff into the reports required by the GOT, both at a technical level as 
well as at the political one.  To fulfill the program’s objectives, the GOT’s commitment and 
leadership from the highest level is necessary: such fundamental legal reform is impossible 
unless the Program remains a top priority on the GOT’s agenda. 
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VII. The Work Plan 
 

1. Main criteria applied in the design of the plan 
 
• Four parts have been considered in the Work Plan to attain the objectives of the 

reform. Each part will have its own objective, demanding different activities for its 
accomplishment (Annex 3 explains in more detail each activity):  

 
1)  The objective of Part 1 –“Program, planning and definition of scope” –is twofold. 

Initially, it establishes the ILD project team, assigns resources and responsibilities, 
and organizes the project. At the same time, the team develops working 
hypotheses of the kind of reforms required to achieve the expected effects. It 
includes mainly: 
o Organizing the ILD project team, developing its work planning, including the 

preparation of the ad hoc methodologies and tools 
o Selecting and training professional staff for MKURABITA 
o Defining additional research on the basis of comments and recommendations 

received 
o Establishing the initial working hypotheses for reform 
o Organizing the study and defining the scope of research (geographical areas) 
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Activities for “Program, planning and definition of scope” 

Set up ILD project team  
Prepare detailed ILD team and personal work plans 
Revisit Diagnosis in light of the feedback received from the evaluation team, the Steering committee and 

other stakeholders. Determine additional research to be conducted 
Develop TOR to prepare report describing all relevant on-going programs 
Prepare report describing all relevant on-going programs 
Disseminate results  of Diagnosis through workshops and similar activities 
Define issues for potential areas for reform (Working Hypotheses) based on the Diagnostic report 
Discuss within the ILD Reform Package and prioritize reforms by groups 
Conduct desk research: gather, revise and review existing bibliography of the topics found in the working 

hypothesis     
Confirm/revise operational relationship w/ client government; present and discuss directions of research 

based on working  hypothesis and recommendations 
Search, select and contract key local staff - professionals 
Establish a Preliminary Scope for working hypothesis: geographical scope and extent of the reforms 
Customize ILD methodology for specific research 
Prepare terms of reference (TORs) for local consultants/suppliers 
Search, select and contract potential local experts/consultants (includes preparation of map of 

stakeholders) 
Training of local experts/consultants 

 
2) The objective of Part 2 – “Deepening the analysis, evaluation and outlining of 

alternative reforms” – is to conduct the research and assess the alternative 
proposals for reform, taking each working hypothesis through a validation, 
evaluation, and discussion process that will culminate in the outline for a potential 
reform. It includes mainly: 
o At institutional, technical, economic, political and social level 
o Taking into account international best practices 
o Risk analysis is conducted to anticipate and avoid showstoppers 
o Scenario analysis is conducted to maximize impact 
o Discussing and interacting with stakeholders 

        
Activities for “Deepening the analysis, evaluation and outlining of alternative reforms” 

Conduct additional research to complement Diagnosis results/ Deepen the analysis of the archetypes 
Validate working hypotheses with consultants/experts 
Conduct research to identify possible alternative reforms with consultants/experts 
Analyze the potential reforms against applicable international benchmarks 
Analyze policy implications for the potential reforms 
Carry out a SWOT analysis of the potential reforms 
Assess institutional capability to carry out the reforms 
Define political and legal feasibility of the potential reforms 
Analyze how on-going reforms can be harmonized with potential reforms 
Present or discuss main issues with relevant stakeholders 
Prepare a progress report  
Present, validate and refine the progress report with the stakeholders 
Present, validate and refine the progress report with the client government 
Outline potential reforms 
Assess the economic impact (cost/benefit analysis) of the potential reforms 
Discuss outline with client government in order to get feedback and approval 
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3) The objective of Part 3 –“Design and draft legal reforms” – is to prepare policy 

recommendations and, when necessary, to draft norms and regulations for each 
reform previously outlined and discussed. Once drafted, laws will be subject to 
review by experts and stakeholders will be consulted. It includes mainly;   
o Consultation with local experts 
o Interacting with stakeholders 
o Preparing “reform package” including the explanatory memorandum and 

reporting the assessment of the proposals 
 

Activities for “Design and draft legal reforms” 
Train the local experts to allow for their direct involvement in the drafting of laws and the explanation of the 

scope of reforms 
Draft the laws and norms necessary to carry out the selected reforms 
Validate drafted laws and norms with advisors and experts 
Discuss drafted laws with stakeholders 
Collect, organize and process supporting data related to the selected reforms 
Prepare an explanatory memorandum 
Calculate the overall economic impact on all parties involved based on forecasts of implementing the 

selected reforms 
Present and validate the legal package (including the draft laws and the explanatory memorandum) with 

the client government 

 
4) The objective of Part 4 –“Preparation and Presentation of Proposals and the Final 

Report and their Corresponding Communication Strategy” – is to consolidate results 
into one single report and to develop an action plan to implement the proposed 
reforms, including a communications strategy to build consensus. It includes mainly:  

o Acceptance by beneficiaries and affected sectors 
o Feedback from the common citizen for improvements and adjustments 
o Political, social and financial sustainability through time 
o Getting ready for implementation: communication and planning 
 

Activities for “Preparation and presentation of proposals and the final report and their 
corresponding communication strategy” 

Define a communications strategy to disseminate the selected reforms, maximize sponsorship and 
minimize opposition 

Develop a communication plan to launch Reforms 
Define with the client government and other counterparts a list of personalities and institutions that 

could sponsor and promote reforms in the public and private sectors 
Develop TOR's to contract Implementation experts to  help prepare Implementation Plan 
Search, select, contract and train implementation experts  
Develop an action plan for the implementation of the proposed reforms 
Analyze and consolidate the recommendations for the final report 
Develop a strategy to maximize the political impact of the final report 
Prepare and validate the final report 
Prepare material and the strategy for the presentation of the final report 
Present the final report and action plan of the Institutional Reform to the Head of State and obtain 

authorization to go ahead with the Implementation program 
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Each proposed reform will thus go through a systematic process of thorough analysis and 
corroboration: definition of hypothesis, objectives, deliverables and preliminary scope; 
validation and analysis with/by experts and consultants; analysis of potential reforms 
including comparison with international benchmarks; policy implications; political and legal 
feasibility; research on relevant on-going reforms; and consultation with stakeholders such as 
on-going programs and specialized organizations. This methodology is aimed at building 
consensus with experts and different stakeholders all along the reform project.  
 
 

International 
Benchmarks  REFORM 

ANALYSIS 
PROCESS 

 
Policy Implications  

 SWOT Analysis 

 
     Political Feasibility  

Proposal   Legal Feasibility 
      of       

Working 
Hypothesis 

    Reform  Cost benefit analysis 

   
 Assessment on-going 

reforms  
 

Consultation with 
Stakeholders  

 
Consistency with other 

reforms  
 
 

• The different topics proposed for reform will normally require the assistance of local 
and international experts. A Procurement list complementing this work plan has been 
prepared.  

• As noted in the section on the scope of work for the Reform Design stage, this set 
represents the initial list of working hypotheses upon which all analytical processes 
are based.  

• The issues for potential areas for reforms will be divided into two groups targeted at 
two different points in time. A first group will be proposed, analyzed, outlined, 
discussed and presented in the 1st Progress Report during the first nine months of the 
project. These reforms will be drafted in the subsequent months. A second group of 
reforms will go through the same process starting the 9th month until the 16th month, 
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will be presented in the 2nd Progress Report and drafted thereafter. The 
Implementation Plan will be developed during the last few months of the project.  

• The Timeline attached (concerning deliverables, times and travel) was built by taking 
into account the milestones established in the contract of the “Program to Formalize 
the assets of the poor of Tanzania and Strengthen the Rule of Law” between the 
Government of Tanzania and the Institute for Liberty and Democracy. 

• Each ILD team member, however, has also planned his/her individual activities to 
match the aggregated work plan while establishing more concrete objectives and 
refining the methodologies and tools to be applied. (See Annex 4 for initial individual 
work plans) 

 
2. Deliverables  
 
The deliverables of the Reform Design stage are designed to provide the GOT with clear, 
practical, and sustainable recommendations for reforming property (business and real estate) 
laws and institutions which incorporate the poor in Tanzania into the mainstream economy, 
thereby empowering them. 
 

a) In month 7 a First Progress Report of the Reform design.  
b) In month 9 the Outline of the first group of Reforms. 
c) In month 16 the Second Progress Report of the Reform Design. 
d) In month 22 the Final Report of the Reform Design. 
e) In month 23 the Action Plan for Implementation. 

 
                      Timeline and sequential organization 

of the study
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3.  Team organization and guidelines by work areas  
 
The ILD approach demands multidisciplinary work during reform designing: working teams 
of lawyers, extralegal sector experts, and economists will be constituted to perform the 
different activities considered in the work plan in a very close and coordinated planners. In 
particular, most of the fieldwork, which will entail visits to several regions in Mainland and 
Zanzibar, will be conducted with the simultaneous participation of the experts from different 
areas to make sure that the analysis covers all the angles of the issue at hand. Besides the 
common objectives that the different working teams share, each area of knowledge will have 
its own specific objectives, all of which will guide the definition of the scope and research 
methodology. Moreover, planning of the study, at this level, will be done throughout the 
Reform design stage. At this point, the individual work plans for the first portion of the study 
(ILD staff first mission) have been defined (Annex 4 shows the details) 
 
It is also important to stress that the assistance of the professionals acting as local counterparts 
assigned by the GOT to the “Property and Business Formalisation  Programme” will be key to 
the project at every step. Continuous interaction and feedback are expected between the ILD 
team and these professionals. 
 
 

i. General method of the study 
For a clear understanding of the kind of work to be performed it is essential to keep in mind 
that the ILD’s approach to research is basically, but not exclusively, qualitative in nature. It 
constitutes an inductive process in which themes and categories emerge through analysis of 
data collected by interviews, observation, case studies, and other methods of fieldwork.  To 
avoid individual bias, as, teams of several ILD specialists will carry out this fieldwork. 
 
Samples are purposively selected for intensive interviews and analysis.  The choice relies 
heavily on previous research, reviews of the literature, existing knowledge of the subject area, 
and international benchmarking.   
 
When more interviews are required, the team will identify comparable cases.  When the cases 
generate no new insights, the process is repeated with newly selected cases that yield different 
insights, again until there are no new insights to be found. 
 
As is usual with ILD research, the identification and study of the reform proposals and 
associated benefits and costs are carried out from the perspectives and experiences of the final 
users; the analysis is based on real cases presented by actual individuals who have gone 
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through the procedures to request administrative services. This is the information that is used 
to simulate effects of proposed reforms. 
 
Also, we will conduct painstaking fieldwork by applying different techniques that permit us 
to achieve a profound understanding not only of how legal and institutional practices truly 
function, but also how effective the implementation of amendments to the legal and 
institutional framework might be.   
 

ii. Extralegal area  
To create an inclusive legal framework, it is critical to understand how the extralegal sector 
operates. To that end, a group of ILD extralegal experts have been assigned to the project. 
Besides giving all the necessary assistance to the other members of the team, particularly in 
the legal area, they will focus on the following four tasks, applying criteria specific to each in 
an effort to organize their activities: 

a) Further research of archetypes  

The archetypes identified during the Diagnosis present a key picture of the Tanzania 
extralegal reality from the ILD perspective. These archetypes categorized as the result 
of the reform strategy emerging from the preparation stage -- according to their 
instrumental purpose in an enhanced legal framework rather than as a description of 
particular activities in the extralegal economy.  In fact, for the purpose of the analysis, 
the 17 archetypes already identified during the Diagnosis have been grouped in three 
levels of legal security and market inclusion: rights assignment (documentation), 
rights recognition (registration) and benefiting from rights exploitation (unleashing 
capital). 

The archetypes of the rule of law found in Tanzania could also go through further 
analysis from the perspective of their potential contribution to legal reforms and 
specific institutions. In this sense, we will examine those aspects of the archetypes 
crucial to designing “bottom-up” reforms that fit with the efforts underway by the 
government of Tanzania and the “top-down” reforms being proposed by the ILD.  

The Extralegal team will face this task mainly with the same qualitative analysis 
instruments used during the Diagnosis, including in-depth interviews and focus 
groups. Participative observation will also be applied during the fieldwork. New 
thematic guides for the interviews and focus groups will be developed to respond to 
the instrumental objectives of the research. Based on information obtained from 
mapping stakeholders throughout Tanzania, we will identify the civil society actors 
who might collaborate in our research as informants, networkers, and even providers 
of information services in specialized topics.   
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b) Validate Working Hypotheses with local experts  

The extralegal team will validate the working hypotheses about potential areas for 
reform with grassroots organizations both in the business and real estate sectors.  The 
team will also discuss these hypotheses with the relevant NGO’s and civil society 
organizations.  

The reform strategy that will emerge during the planning stage begins with the 
identification of potential areas for reform or working hypotheses that are based on the 
findings of the Diagnosis stage merged with the accumulated knowledge on best 
practices relevant for the Tanzanian reality. These hypotheses will serve to elaborate a 
concrete work plan but are flexible enough to be adapted to the requirements of the 
client or the stakeholders. Through validation and consultation, we expect to further 
define and detail a “stakeholders’ map” relevant to the initial proposals. This may help 
us to refine, reduce, or enlarge the scope of our work.  

Initially, the extralegal team will take advantage of the network of contacts established 
during the Diagnosis stage. This network will be complemented by additional 
associates to be identified during ILD presentations to the Tanzanian civil society – 
through opportunities such as workshops, focus groups, and in-depth interviews.  

c) Evaluation of the feasibility of the specific reforms proposed 

Once the ILD has an outline of reforms, it will be necessary to submit each to a series 
of feasibility analyses: technical, political, social, economic, etc. Which of these 
analyses requires the specific contribution of the extralegal team will be decided 
during the preparation stage. It can be anticipated that, parallel to the evaluation to be 
carried out by the legal experts, certain reform proposals will require a “product test” 
to evaluate them for relevance, strengths and weaknesses from the perspective of 
grassroots organizations and stakeholders from the extralegal sector.  

Again, the Extralegal team will employ the kind of in-depth interviews and focus 
groups that were so fruitful during the Diagnosis; we will develop thematic guides for 
the interviews and focus groups according to the instrumental objectives of the 
research; and, once again, we will find the best collaborators.   

d) Stakeholders Involvement 

At every step of the way during this research, the participation and involvement of 
stakeholders is essential to the development of the proposals and the evaluation of their 
feasibility. Persons and organizations running activities in the extralegal sector, 
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including those entities that are legally established but run some activities extralegally, 
will be involved in a way that will ensure that all relevant and representative standpoints 
might emerge and be properly considered. 

 
iii. Legal area 

In accordance with the objectives and deliverables of the Reform Design stage in Tanzania 
and because any set of reform proposals for enhancing the nation’s legal framework is bound 
to include drafts of laws and regulations, a team of ILD lawyers will participate in the project, 
including senior experts as well as specialists. The legal team will spearhead the analysis of 
reform proposals and the design of the reforms, backed by technical support provided by ILD 
extralegal and economic professionals as well as the Legal and Economic Content Area at the 
ILD Headquarters. 
 
Starting from the recommendations provided in the Diagnosis Report, the legal team will 
group and prioritize the proposed reforms according to the three basic mechanisms that are 
necessary for a legal framework to be inclusive and promote economic development (property 
rights that are secure and transferable, organizational forms that foster the division of labor 
and specialization, and identity devices to operate in expanded markets):  

• Reforms to improve Property Rights 
• Reforms to improve Business Organizational Forms 
• Reforms to facilitate operation in Expanded Markets 

 
The grouping and prioritization will also take into account the three levels of legal security 
and market inclusion. 
 
This arrangement will be complemented with selected relevant cross sectional issues (i.e. 
administrative simplification, application of customary law, etc.) 
 
Following this framework, the ILD legal team will focus its efforts on the following tasks: 

1. Analyze the archetypes from the standpoint of their legality or their connection, if any, 
with the current legal framework. 

2. To validate and prioritize the potential areas for reform in order to group them into 
different packages. 

3. Collect additional information (desk and field research) related to the archetypes and 
the areas identified for potential reforms. 

4. Review of best international experiences relevant for the design of reforms. 
5. Analysis of the on-going reforms in Tanzania, aiming at harmonizing them with the 

reforms being proposed. 
6. Formulate reform alternatives, taking into account their feasibility and involving 

stakeholders in the discussion. 
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7. Publicizing reforms 
 
To carry out these tasks we will make use of different sources and supporting mechanisms: 

• Tanzanian experts will provide assistance as general consultants as well as 
specialists in the selected areas for reform. The possibility of hiring Tanzanian 
law firms or individual lawyers is crucial for the rigorous analysis of the 
reform.  

• Purposively selected interviews will be held with public officers and political 
authorities, as well as with representatives of private sector organizations, 
including NGOs related to the topic of reform. Content and deepness will take 
priority over how statistically representative the sample might be. 

• Information cross-checking through revision of case files and interviews with 
professionals and users knowledgeable of the procedures under study. 

• Hire international consultants whenever specialists and experienced 
professionals advise us to do so. 

• Review all the previous research published by academics on the topics selected 
for reform. 

• Identify and analyze the best international practices relevant for the design of 
the reforms. 

• Assist the ILD economic and extralegal specialists by providing all the 
necessary information for the reform analysis they are required to perform. 

• Put in place feedback mechanisms that will facilitate interaction with different 
stakeholders, so that the reform design will take into account their concerns 
and points of view. 

 
iv. Economic appraisal   

 
The economic analysis of the institutional reform proposal will focus on estimating the 
expected net benefits of implementing the reforms.  
 
1. Microeconomic analysis 
 
The microeconomic analysis, at business level, will evaluate the way the potential 
improvement in the current institutional framework could change the expected net revenue of 
typical small businesses in Tanzania. 
 
In order to do this, the analysis will compare four different and alternative scenarios: 
 
1) Scenario 1 will describe the current characteristics of a typical small extralegal business 

in Tanzania, including its gross revenue accounts, cost accounts and net revenue accounts.   
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2) Scenario 2 will describe the small business gross revenue accounts, cost accounts and net 
revenue accounts, which will include changes exclusively produced by the hypothetical 
legalization of the small business within the current legal framework. 

3) Scenario 3 will describe the small business gross revenue accounts, cost accounts and net 
revenue accounts, which will include changes produced exclusively by hypothetically 
legalizing the small business within the enhanced legal framework designed by ILD. 

4) Scenario 4 will describe the small extralegal business gross revenue accounts, cost 
accounts and net revenue accounts, which will include changes exclusively produced by 
not legalizing the small business within the enhanced legal framework designed by ILD, 
which includes more effective coercive mechanisms to verify compliance. 

 
By comparing the four alternative scenarios, four relevant results will be obtained. 
 
a) Expected negative change on the small business net revenue, as a result of legalizing its 

operation within the current legal framework.  This effect will be estimated by comparing 
Scenario 2 with Scenario 1 

b) Expected positive impact of enhancing the legal framework through the institutional 
reform designed by ILD.  This effect will be estimated by comparing Scenario 3 with 
Scenario 2.  

c) Expected positive change on the small business net revenue, as a result of legalizing its 
operation within a legal framework enhanced by the institutional reform designed by ILD.  
This effect will be estimated by comparing Scenario 3 with Scenario 1.  

d) Expected negative change on the small business net revenue resulting from not legalizing 
its operation within the enhanced legal framework designed by ILD, which includes more 
effective coercive mechanisms to verify compliance. This effect will be estimated by 
comparing Scenario 4 with Scenario 1.  

 
 
2. Macroeconomic analysis 
 
The macroeconomic analysis, at national-economy level, will evaluate the way the potential 
reforms of the current institutional framework could benefit: 

a) the owners of legalized businesses and real estate properties; expected additional profits 
and revenues will be estimated; 

b) the workers employed by legalized businesses;  expected additional salaries for old 
workers and additional working opportunities for new workers will be estimated; 

c) the Government; expected additional tax collection will be estimated; 
d) the rest of the economy; expected additional net benefits will be estimated. 
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This analysis will be based on:  
 
a) The expected results at microeconomic level. 
b) The expected annual rate of legalization of real estate properties and businesses.    
The macroeconomic impact on Tanzania´s GDP will be estimated using two alternative 
approaches: 
 
a) A bottom-up approach, based on the microeconomic results and consisting of two effects: 
 

a) Additional returns to capital and additional salaries generated by better economic 
performance achieved by legalized small businesses as a result of legal reform; 
and 

b) Capital returns and salaries on previously extralegal businesses whose outputs had 
not been registered for National Accounting purposes. 

 
Results will be expressed as expected additional percentage points in GDP and GDP per 
capita growth rates. 
 
b) An econometric approach, based on observed relationships between legal reform and 

economic growth in a representative sample of developed and developing countries.  
 
Results will be also expressed as expected additional percentage points in GDP and GDP per 
capita growth rates. 
 
3. Timeline and effort distribution 
The timelines have been prepared by applying all the criteria and concepts described above. 
The entire set of activities divided in the four phases is arranged along the 22 months that the 
Reform stage will last in Tanzania. The milestones and deliverables are also highlighted. 
 
As explained in section VI, the tasks and activities are going to be distributed among three 
groups of professionals (ILD staff, permanent local staff, and temporary local staff) that 
jointly represent the Program Team. Each group has a corresponding timeline, all of which 
match among themselves with respect to activities sequences and deadlines of deliverables.  
 
The ILD staff includes professionals assigned to the project on a permanent basis as well as 
other professionals and experts that will contribute to specific tasks of the Program. A 
particular aspect stressed in the ILD staff timeline is the periods of stay in Tanzania (see 
Annex 5).  
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Concerning the permanent local staff, it is expected that a new group of competent 
professionals will be appointed. Additionally, a number of consultants will be hired on a 
temporary basis either as specialists or as advisors for the design of the reforms (see Annex 
6). Out of this distribution and assignment of tasks, it can be shown that the largest portion of 
the fforts (measured in person/ months) will come from Tanzanian local sources and that most 
of the activities will be carried out in Tanzania. 

Person/ 
month %

Activities in 
Tanzania (%)

ILD staff 201.50 43.8% 25.6%
Local 
permanent 176.00 38.2% 97.4%
Local 
temporary 83.00 18.0% 100.0%
Total local 259.00 56.2% 98.3%
Total 460.50 100.0% 66.4%

Reform design stage: MKURABITA Estimated 
time Effort
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Tanz Lima Ta Lima T Lima Tanz Lima Ta Lima Tanz Lima Tan Lima
I. Program Planning and Definition of Scope

Set up ILD project team 
Prepare detailed ILD team and personal work plans
Revisit Diagnosis in light of the feedback received from the evaluation team, the Steering 
committee and other stakeholders. Determine additional research to be conducted

Develop TOR to prepare report describing all relevant on-going programs
Prepare report describing all relevant on-going programs
Disseminate results  of Diagnosis through workshops and similar activities
Define issues for potentail areas for reform (Working Hypotheses) based on the Diagnostic 
report
Discuss within the ILD Reform Package and prioritize reforms by groups
Conduct desk research: gather, revise and review existing bibliography of the topics found 
in the working hypothesis    
Confirm/revise operational relationship w/ client government; present and discuss 
directions of research based on working  hypothesis and recommendations
Search, select and contract key local staff - professionals
Establish a Preliminary Scope for working hypothesis: geographical scope and extent of 
the reforms
Customize ILD methodology for specific research
Prepare terms of reference (TORs) for local consultants/suppliers
Search, select and contract potential local experts/consultants (includes preparation of 
map of stakeholders)
Training of local experts/consultants

II. Deepen analysis, evaluation and outlining of alternatives reforms
Conduct additional research to complement Diagnosis results/ Deepen the analysis of the 
archetypes
Validate working hypotheses with consultants/experts
Conduct research to identify possible alternative reforms with consultants/experts
Analyze the potential reforms against applicable international benchmarks
Analyze policy implications for the potential reforms
Carry out a SWOT analysis of the potential reforms
Assess institutional capability to carry out the reforms
Define political and legal feasibility of the potential reforms
Analyze how on-going reforms can be harmonized with potential reforms
Present or discuss main issues with relevant stakeholders
Prepare a progress report 
Present, validate and refine the progress report with the stakeholders
Present, validate and refine the progress report with the client government
Outline potential reforms
Assess the economic impact (cost/benefit analysis) of the potential reforms
Discuss outline with client government in order to get feedback and approval

19 20
TANZANIA REFORM PROGRAM TIMELINE - ILD Staff
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Tanz Lima Ta Lima T Lima Tanz Lima Ta Lima Tanz Lima Tan Lima
III. Design and Draft Legal Reforms

Train the local experts to allow for their direct involvement in the drafting of laws and the 
explanation of the scope of reforms
Draft the laws and norms necessary to carry out the selected reforms
Validate drafted laws and norms with advisors and experts
Discuss drafted laws with stakeholders
Collect, organize and process supporting data related to the selected reforms
Prepare an explanatory memorandum
Calculate the overall economic impact on all parties involved based on forecasts of 
implementing the selected reforms
Present and validate the legal package (including the draft laws and the explanatory 
memorandum) with the client government

IV. Preparation and presentation of the final report and their corresponding 
communications strategy

Define a communications strategy to disseminate the selected reforms, maximize 
sponsorship and minimize opposition
Develop a communication plan to launch Reforms
Define with the client government and other counterparts a list of personalities and 
institutions that could sponsor and promote reforms in the public and private sectors
Develop TOR's to contract Implementation experts to help prepare Implementation Plan
Search, select, contract and train implementation experts 
Develop an action plan for the implementation of the proposed reforms
Analyze and consolidate the recommendations for the final report
Develop a strategy to maximize the political impact of the final report
Prepare and validate the final report
Prepare material and the strategy for the presentation of the final report
Present the final report and action plan of the Institutional Reform to the Head of State and 
obtain authorization to go ahead with the Implementation program

21 22
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17 18 19 2013 14 15 169 10 11 125 6 7 8
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Progress 
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TANZANIA REFORM PROGRAM TIMELINE - ILD Staff
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I. Program Planning and Definition of Scope
Set up ILD project team 
Prepare detailed ILD team and personal work plans
Revisit Diagnosis in light of the feedback received from the evaluation team, the Steering 
Committee and other stakeholders. Determine additional research to be conducted

Develop TOR to prepare report describing all relevant on-going programs
Prepare report describing all relevant on-going programs
Disseminate results  of Diagnosis through workshops and similar activities
Define issues for potentail areas for reform (Working Hypotheses) based on the Diagnostic 
report
Discuss within the ILD Reform Package and prioritize reforms by groups
Conduct desk research: gather, revise and review existing bibliography of the topics found 
in the working hypothesis    
Confirm/revise operational relationship w/ client government; present and discuss 
directions of research based on working  hypothesis and recommendations
Prepare profiles for local staff - professionals
Search, select and contract key local staff - professionals
Prepare individual work plans of local staff
Establish a Preliminary Scope for working hypothesis: geographical scope and extent of 
the reforms
Customize ILD methodology for specific research
Prepare terms of reference (TORs) for local consultants/suppliers 
Search, select and contract potential local experts/consultants (includes preparation of 
map of stakeholders)
Training of local experts/consultants

II. Deepen analysis, evaluation and outlining of alternatives reforms
Conduct additional research to complement Diagnosis results/ Deepen the analysis of the 
archetypes
Validate working hypotheses with consultants/experts
Conduct research to identify possible alternative reforms with consultants/experts 
Analyze the potential reforms against applicable international benchmarks
Analyze policy implications for the potential reforms
Carry out a SWOT analysis of the potential reforms
Assess institutional capability to carry out the reforms
Define political and legal feasibility of the potential reforms
Analyze how on-going reforms can be harmonized with potential reforms
Present or discuss main issues with relevant stakeholders
Prepare a progress report 
Present, validate and refine the progress report with the stakeholders
Present, validate and refine the progress report with the client government
Outline potential reforms
Assess the economic impact (cost/benefit analysis) of the potential reforms
Discuss outline with client government in order to get feedback and approval. 

TANZANIA REFORM PROGRAM TIMELINE - Local permanent Staff MKURABITA
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III. Design and Draft Legal Reforms
Train the local experts to allow for their direct involvement in the drafting of laws and the 
explanation of the scope of reforms
Draft the laws and norms necessary to carry out the selected reforms
Validate drafted laws and norms with advisors and experts
Discuss drafted laws with stakeholders
Collect, organize and process supporting data related to the selected reforms

Prepare an explanatory memorandum
Calculate the overall economic impact on all parties involved based on forecasts of 
implementing the selected reforms
Present and validate the legal package (including the draft laws and the explanatory 
memorandum) with the client government

IV. Preparation and presentation of the final report and their corresponding 
communications strategy

Define a communications strategy to disseminate the selected reforms, maximize 
sponsorship and minimize opposition
Develop a communication plan to launch Reforms
Define with the client government and other counterparts a list of personalities and 
institutions that could sponsor and promote reforms in the public and private sectors
Develop TOR's to contract Implementation experts to help prepare Implementation Plan

Search, select, contract and train implementation experts 
Develop an action plan for the implementation of the proposed reforms
Analyze and consolidate the recommendations for the final report
Develop a strategy to maximize the political impact of the final report
Prepare and validate the final report
Prepare material and the strategy for the presentation of the final report
Present the final report and action plan of the Institutional Reform to the Head of State and 
obtain authorization to go ahead with the Implementation program
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I. Program Planning and Definition of Scope
Set up ILD project team 
Prepare detailed ILD team and personal work plans
Revisit Diagnosis in light of the feedback received from the evaluation team, the Steering 
Committee and other stakeholders. Determine additional research to be conducted

Develop TOR to prepare report describing all relevant on-going programs
Prepare report describing all relevant on-going programs
Disseminate results  of Diagnosis through workshops and similar activities
Define issues for potentail areas for reform (Working Hypotheses) based on the Diagnostic 
report
Discuss within the ILD Reform Package and prioritize reforms by groups
Conduct desk research: gather, revise and review existing bibliography of the topics found 
in the working hypothesis    
Confirm/revise operational relationship w/ client government; present and discuss 
directions of research based on working  hypothesis and recommendations
Prepare profiles for local staff - professionals
Search, select and contract key local staff - professionals
Prepare individual workplans of local staff
Establish a Preliminary Scope for working hypothesis: geographical scope and extent of 
the reforms
Customize ILD methodology for specific research
Prepare terms of reference (TORs) for local consultants/suppliers 
Search, select and contract potential local experts/consultants (includes preparation of 
map of stakeholders)
Training of local experts/consultants

II. Deepen analysis, evaluation and outlining of alternatives reforms
Conduct additional research to complement Diagnosis results/ Deepen the analysis of the 
archetypes
Validate working hypotheses with consultants/experts

Conduct research to identify possible alternative reforms with consultants/experts 
Analyze the potential reforms against applicable international benchmarks
Analyze policy implications for the potential reforms 
Carry out a SWOT analysis of the potential reforms
Assess institutional capability to carry out the reforms
Define political and legal feasibility of the potential reforms
Analyze how on-going reforms can be harmonized with potential reforms
Present or discuss main issues with relevant stakeholders
Prepare a progress report 
Present, validate and refine the progress report with the stakeholders
Present, validate and refine the progress report with the client government
Outline potential reforms
Assess the economic impact (cost/benefit analysis) of the potential reforms
Discuss outline with client government in order to get feedback and approval. 
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III. Design and Draft Legal Reforms
Train the local experts to allow for their direct involvement in the drafting of laws and the 
explanation of the scope of reforms
Draft the laws and norms necessary to carry out the selected reforms
Validate drafted laws and norms with advisors and experts
Consult drafted laws with stakeholders
Collect, organize and process supporting data related to the selected reforms

Prepare an explanatory memorandum
Calculate the overall economic impact on all parties involved based on forecasts of 
implementing the selected reforms
Present and validate the legal package (including the draft laws and the explanatory 
memorandum) with the client government

IV. Preparation and presentation of the final report and their corresponding 
communications strategy

Define a communications strategy to disseminate the selected reforms, maximize 
sponsorship and minimize opposition
Develop a communication plan to launch Reforms
Define with the client government and other counterparts a list of personalities and 
institutions that could sponsor and promote reforms in the public and private sectors
Develop TOR's to contract Implementation experts to help prepare Implementation Plan
Search, select, contract and train implementation experts 
Develop an action plan for the implementation of the proposed reforms
Analyze and consolidate the recommendations for the final report
Develop a strategy to maximize the political impact of the final report
Prepare and validate the final report
Prepare material and the strategy for the presentation of the final report
Present the final report and action plan of the Institutional Reform to the Head of State and 
obtain authorization to go ahead with the Implementation program
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Annex 1 

The ILD Perspective – Conceptual Basis 
 
One inclusive economy under a single rule of law   
A poor nation will typically manage to implement a series of first generation structural 
reforms that create macro-stability and lay the groundwork for growth– just as Tanzania has 
done so successfully.  Yet these changes, as well intentioned and successful as they might be, 
do not necessarily improve the lives of poor people, as also seems to be the case in Tanzania. 
Consequently, the poor are left to their own devices and continue to seek out alternative 
methods and organizational forms outside the legal system. The result is two parallel 
economies at work simultaneously – the legal and the extralegal. 
 
Our program is designed to collaborate with the GoT to bring the nation’s two parallel 
economies together into one inclusive system under a single rule of law that will permit all 
citizens to enjoy in their own country the kind of standard of living that technology and 
economic development have provided to the two billion people currently enjoying the results 
of the advances in these fields. To achieve this, the nation’s businesses must play a starring 
role.  For it is in business settings where productive cooperation takes place; it is businesses 
that can be the instrument of democratization and wealth creation.  Our mission is to empower 
the poor by placing squarely in their hands the legal and economic mechanisms that will 
permit them achieve their stake in the modern market economy.  
 
Toward that end, we first need to understand that to be comprehensible and welcoming to 
everyone –to be “user-friendly” – market institutions must be rooted in a social consensus.  
Firms, property and capital may be legal devices, but their roots are social. About how those 
roots get planted or grow into efficient social institutions we have virtually no information at 
all.  To improve our understanding, we have to investigate these roots more closely – to see 
how small companies actually get organized in more productive ways, to see how property is 
protected and transferred in its most primitive stages, to see how capital is generated – or 
stifled. And what better place to view this kind of fundamental economic activity than in the 
business practices of a nation struggling to create a modern economy?  
 
The engine of a successful market economy is the firm.  History and economic theory 
demonstrate that wealth and well-being are the results of increased productivity.  Productivity 
increases through specialization and the division of labor; but investment, even if it comes 
from a small economic agent, requires some guarantee that only, as the law puts it, “a moral 
body” with an economic life transcending the lifespan of its owners – i.e. a formal business 
enterprise or “corporation” -- can offer.   
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150 years ago, a legal corporation could be established only by a direct charter from the 
government. Today, however, anyone can create a formal business by complying with the 
legal requirements.  The issue is whether these requirements are reasonable for a given 
business, and, more important, whether the universe of rules will permit that business to 
achieve its objectives of generating investment, jobs, and surplus value.  What helps 
businesses achieve these objectives is a legal property system that will allow them to make 
the most valuable use of their resources. 
 
For the ILD, business and property are not separate issues; they are interlinked.  You cannot 
have a functioning modern business system without an adequate property infrastructure that, 
for example, allows entrepreneurs access to credit through the use of their movable and 
immovable property as collateral or to sell shares in their companies to raise financing.  And 
you cannot have a modern economy if the system prevents most of the nation’s enterprises 
and property from accessing the very legal mechanisms that allow businesses and other 
property owners to prosper. 
 
Three basic mechanisms for the creation of wealth 
An institutional framework that fosters an inclusive economy under one rule of law is the sine 
qua non of economic success.  To be efficient, an institutional and legal framework must 
include the three basic legal and economic tools indispensable for everyone to contribute 
toward and reap the benefits of economic growth, especially the poor.  That is, 

• Formal, fungible property rights that not only allow assets to be identified but also 
allow ordinary people to move them in the expanded market to capture as much economic 
value as possible.  

• Legal and economic mechanisms that increase productivity through the creation of 
distinct legal entities (business organizational forms), incorporating asset partitioning 
and an efficient division of labor.   

• Legal means for enterprises to operate in the expanded market, acquiring the capacity to 
gain access to networks beyond family members and circles of acquaintances.   

 
Developed nations take many of these institutions for granted.  They sometimes forget that 
unfettered democratic access to business organizational forms for enterprises to govern 
internally and be able to operate in the expanded market —as well as property rights— were 
reserved for a politically favored few until less than 200 years ago.  It was only in Nineteenth 
Century that these fundamental institutions became easily accessible to all Western citizens. 
In the U.S., for example, widespread access to corporate forms only came about in 1840 in 
New York —and proceeded to transform the world of enterprise.  
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For a government to create an accessible structure of formal fungible property rights, it 
must create a property system that carries out a total of six effects that will allow owners to 
generate capital, namely: 
 

• Fix the economic potential of assets —by representing in writing —in a property title, 
a security, a contract, and other such records— the most economically and socially 
useful qualities about, not of, an asset.  Representation works as a means to secure the 
interests of the owner and other parties while create accountability by providing all the 
information, references, rules, and enforcement mechanisms required to use the asset 
for a variety of purposes —thus registering this asset’s potential value for the first 
time 

 
• Integrate dispersed information —by pulling together dispersed property arrangements 

into one consistent network of systematized representations that operates within a 
large national consensus.  This means expanded markets and universal standards for 
titles and registries. 

 
• Make people accountable —by shifting the legitimacy of rights from local 

arrangements to the context of national law and linking assets to their owners in such a 
way that each individual owner can be easily identified and located. This encourages 
trust and commitment to contracts by linking the right to use property to create surplus 
value with the enforcement of contracts by means of penalties. 

 
• Make assets fungible —by representing them in such a manner that they can be 

moved, made more accessible, and be given different functions.  To be fungible is to 
be able to do the additional work of creating capital, getting credit, accessing public 
utilities and information, etc. —thus realizing the economic potential of an asset by 
moving from the physical asset, to a representation of it to live capital. 

 
• Networking people —by creating the institutional framework that lowers the cost of 

connecting the devices that allow all assets to be interfaced in the expanded markets, 
where they can interconnect with a network of other imaginations.  This means: 
record-keeping organizations, fiduciaries, insurance and trust mechanisms, and 
system-integration facilities.  In this way, property obeys Metcalfe’s Law: “The value 
of a network…is roughly proportional to the number of users squared.” (One 
telephone is useless; two is not much better, but when most of the population can call 
each other, such a network has the power to change the world.) 

 
• Protect transactions —by securing not just the assets but also transactions that be 

easily tracked through the life of the representation, owner by owner, from one legal 
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address to the next, securing in turn the good faith of the buyer.  This facilitates 
transactions among individuals, thus allowing assets to reach maximum value. 

 
A property system is more than just a device to protect ownership —it is what makes a market 
economy work.  It is property law that provides the framework of rules that organizes the 
market, the titles and records that identify economic agents, and the contractual mechanisms 
that allow people to exchange goods and services in the expanded market.  It is property law 
that provides the means to enforce rules and contracts along with the procedures that allow 
citizens to transform their assets into leverageable capital.  Therefore, those who are excluded 
from the legal system, mainly the poor and middle classes, are also excluded from the market 
economy. 
 
We create property systems in each country by representing assets in standardized and 
universally accepted records that allow owners to use their assets, whether they are businesses 
or real estate, to guarantee credit and contracts, and to be divided and represented in shares 
that investors can buy.  We make sure that beneficiaries of property programs are in a position 
to access the instruments that store and transfer the value of their assets, such as shares of 
corporate stock, patent rights, promissory notes, bills of exchange, etc.  We design the 
property system so that addresses can be systematically verified, assets described according to 
standard business practices, people can be made to pay their debts and authors of fraud and 
losses can be easily identified in an expanded market. 
 
The ILD is the only organization with a comprehensive program for reforming property and 
related institutions in developing nations with the aim of opening them up to the majority of 
the population, thus helping to solve the underlying causes of failing markets and the rise of 
extralegal markets. 
 
ILD uses the metaphor of a bridge to depict its Formalization Program as a transformation 
process from dispersed extralegal arrangements to the rule of law. On the extralegal “shore”, 
assets are dormant (“dead capital”), but as they cross the bridge, information or attributes 
about the assets are captured and they become a potent force in a nation’s economy (“live 
capital”). This transition process brings real estate and business assets into the rule of law in 
four stages, as described below. 
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Annex 2 
 

Chapter 6 
The Mystery of Legal Failure: Why Property Law Does Not Work Outside the 

West 
 
PART II: The Political Challenge 
 
Nobody planned the evolution from feudal and patrimonial systems to the modern property 
systems that exist in the West today. However, on the long evolutionary path to modernity, in 
those stretches of the journey when reformers embarked on deliberate programs to make 
property more accessible to a wider range of citizens, these programs were successful because 
they were supported by well-thought-out political strategies. That is what Thomas Jefferson 
did in Virginia at the end of the eighteenth century, when he increased the fungibility of 
property by abolishing, among other things, the practice of entail (not being able to transfer 
property outside the family). When Stein and Hardenberg set the stage for universal property 
rights in Germany at the beginning of the nineteenth century, and when Eugen Huber, in 
Switzerland at the beginning of the twentieth century, began to integrate all the dispersed 
property systems of his country, they likewise employed carefully planned strategies to storm 
the barricades of the status quo. They made sure they were armed with astutely aimed 
legislation that permitted government to create popularly supported, bloodless revolutions that 
could not be halted. 
Why do you need a political strategy today? Who could possibly be against removing a legal 
apartheid that is so obviously unjust? Few, in fact, would dispute the need for reform. But a 
tiny, powerful minority will intuit that reform is bound to perturb their little niches, and they 
will resist silently and insidiously. There is also a related problem: Many of the statutes that 
wall off the majority of people from capital may also contain provisions that protect vital 
interests of powerful groups. Opening up capitalism to the poor will not be as simple as 
running a bulldozer through garbage. It is more like rearranging the thousands of branches 
and twigs of a huge eagle’s nest—without irritating the eagle. Although this rearrangement 
will impose only small inconveniences on this tiny minority, when compared to the 
nationwide benefits of bringing capital to the poor, those affected will not see this unless 
reform is driven by a strong political initiative with the message and numbers to back it up. 

Clearly, this is a job for experienced political operatives with the sophistication to rearrange 
the eagle’s nest without being clawed. They are the only ones in a position to synchronize 
change for the majority and stability for the wary minorities. A strategy to capitalize the poor 
has to integrate two apparently contradictory property systems within the same body of law. If 
it is to succeed, a president or prime minister who is more than a mere technocrat has to take 
charge and make formalization a pillar of government policy. Only at the highest political 
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level can reform command overwhelming support and wipe out the willful inertia of the status 
quo. Only the top level of government can prevent bureaucratic infighting and political 
conflicts from paralyzing the progress of reform. Whenever a nation sets out to make a major 
change, whether to stabilize money, privatize government agencies, or open up the schools to 
all races, the head of state steps forward to lead the charge. Emancipating the poor surely falls 
within the responsibilities of the nation’s leader. 

History and personal experience have taught us that to conduct a property revolution, a leader 
has to do at least three specific things: take the perspective of the poor, coopt the elite, and 
deal with the legal and technical bureaucracies that are the bell jar’s current custodians. 

TAKING THE PERSPECTIVE OF THE POOR 
Everyone will benefit from globalizing capitalism within a country, but the most obvious and 
largest beneficiary will be the poor. With the poor on his side, a leader intent on reform has 
already won at least half the battle. Any opposition will be hard-pressed to take on the head of 
state and most of the people. But to win, he or she will have to gather the facts necessary to 
build a case. This involves carrying out original research: Reformers have to put themselves 
in the shoes of the poor and walk their streets. Official statistics do not contain the 
information they need. The facts and figures can be seen only from outside the bell jar. 

When I began studying the possibility of giving the poor access to formal property in Peru in 
the 1980s, every major law firm I consulted assured me that setting up a formal business to 
access capital would take only a few days. I knew this was true for me and my lawyers, but I 
had a hunch it was not true for the majority of Peruvians. So my colleagues and I decided to 
set up a two-sewing-machine garment factory in a Lima shantytown. To experience the 
process from the point of view of the poor, we used a stopwatch to measure the amount of 
time a typical entrepreneur in Lima would have to spend to get through the red tape. We 
discovered that to become legal took more than three hundred days, working six hours a day. 
The cost: thirty-two times the monthly minimum wage. We performed a similar experiment to 
find out what it would take for a person living in an extralegal housing settlement, whose 
permanence the government had already acknowledged, to acquire legal title to a home. To 
receive approval from only the municipality of Lima—just one of the eleven government 
agencies involved—took 728 bureaucratic steps. This confirmed what I suspected from the 
beginning: Most conventional data reflects the interests of those, like the lawyers I consulted, 
who are already inside the bell jar. That is why the bell jar can be seen only from the outside 
looking in—from the perspective of the poor. 

Once government obtains this information, it will be able to explain its intent in a way the 
poor can understand and relate to. As a result, they will support the agenda of reform 
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enthusiastically. The poor will become the most effective public relations machine for reform, 
providing the feedback from the streets necessary to keep the program on course. 

This is what happened in Peru. From 1984 to 1994, my colleagues and I directed all our 
efforts at informing the public about the benefits of lifting the bell jar (at the time we called it 
“formalization”). Our objective was to prove to the politicians that there was a hidden 
national consensus for reform and that formalizing the assets of the poor was politically a 
winning strategy. By the late 1980s, the polls confirmed this: Our proposals to change the 
formal property system had an approval rating of nearly 90 percent. With numbers like that, it 
was not surprising that when the first pieces of legislation and regulations that my 
organization drafted for formalization came before the Peruvian Congress in 1988 and early 
1990, they were unanimously approved. During the 1990 presidential campaign, every 
candidate, including Mario Vargas Llosa, the novelist and candidate of the libertarian-
conservative coalition, and Alberto Fujimori, the dark-horse populist and eventual winner, 
along with the outgoing socialist president Alan Garcia, subscribed to the agenda of 
formalization. Even today, in spite of implementation efforts that have been erratic and very 
incomplete, formalization is an uncontested and permanent fixture of the Peruvian political 
landscape. 

With the facts, figures, and public opinion all on the side of reform, the government will be in 
a position to move the whole issue of poverty dramatically into its agenda for economic 
growth. Relieving poverty will no longer be seen as a charitable cause, to be undertaken if and 
when it ever becomes affordable. On the contrary, the future of the poor can now top the list 
of the government’s program for growth. 

COOPTING THE ELITES 
Once the economic potential of the poor—the largest constituency in the nation—has been 
revealed and their support for reform is manifest, reformers will have the attention of the elite. 
This is the moment to break their illusion that lifting the bell jar benefits only the poor. It is 
not only that bridging the gap between classes is a general social good. This kind of legal 
integration can help almost every interest group in the nation. Just as reformers collected facts 
and numbers to win the support of the poor, they must use other facts and figures to win over 
vested interests. The elites must support reform not out of patriotism or altruism but because 
it will also enlarge their pocketbooks. 

For example, bringing the extralegal sector inside the law will open up the opportunity for 
massive low-cost housing programs that will provide the poor with homes that are not only 
better built but much cheaper than what they themselves have been building in the extralegal 
sector. Creating a home in the topsy-turvy world of the extralegal sector is equivalent to 
getting dressed by putting on your shoes first, then your socks. Consider what it takes for a 
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new migrant from a rural area to create a home for his family in a shantytown outside a large 
city. First, he not only has to find a spot for his house but also has to occupy the land 
personally, with his family. The next step is to set up a tent or shelter made from, depending 
on the country, straw matting, mud bricks, cardboard, plywood, corrugated iron, or tin cans—
and thus stake out a physical claim (because a legal one is unavailable). The migrant and his 
family will then gradually bring in furniture and other household items. Obviously, they need 
a more livable and durable edifice. But how to build it without access to credit? They do what 
everyone else does—stock solid building materials and begin to build a better house, stage by 
stage, according to what kinds of materials they can accumulate. 

Once the inhabitants of one of these new neighborhoods have organized enough to protect 
their holdings or the local authorities take pity on their deprivation, they can bring in 
pavement, water, waste disposal, and electricity—typically at the cost of having to destroy 
parts of their houses in order to hook up to the utilities. Only after years of building and 
rebuilding, and saving construction materials, are these homeowners finally in a position to 
live comfortably. 

In the West, creating a home is the equivalent of putting on your socks before your shoes and 
is thus much less hazardous, expensive, and degrading. A developer typically holds title to the 
land, which gives him the security to develop the infrastructure (paved roads, utilities, etc.). 
Then he sells the house, which he proceeds to build according to the buyer’s preferences. The 
new owners, who have probably borrowed most of the price of the house from a bank, will 
then move their furniture in and, finally, the kids and the cat. 

As soon as the poor become accountable under formal law, they will be able to afford low-
cost housing and thus escape from the topsy-turvy world of the extralegal sector. The elites 
will then begin to collect their rewards as well: Builders and construction material 
manufacturers will find their markets expanding, as will banks, mortgage companies, title 
agencies, and insurance firms. Formalization will also help the suppliers of public utilities to 
convert home addresses into liable terminals. It will provide governments and businesses with 
information and addresses for merchandising, securing interests, and collecting debts, fees, 
and taxes. In addition, a formal property system supplies a database for investment decisions 
in health care, education, tax assessment, and environmental planning. 

Widespread legal property will even help solve one of their loudest and most persistent 
complaints about the expanding urban poor—the need for more “law and order.” Civil society 
in market economies is not simply due to greater prosperity. The right to property also 
engenders respect for law. As the eminent historian Richard Pipes pointed out in his book 
about the Russian revolution: 
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Private property is arguably the single most important institution of social and 
political integration. Ownership of property creates a commitment to the political 
and legal order since the latter guarantees property rights: it makes the citizen into a 
co-sovereign, as it were. As such, property is the principal vehicle for inculcating in 
the mass of the population respect for law and an interest in the preservation of the 
status quo. Historical evidence indicates that societies with a wide distribution of 
property, notably in land and residential housing, are more conservative and 
stabler, and for that reason more resilient to upheavals of all sorts. Thus the French 
peasant, who in the eighteenth century was a source of instability, became in the 
nineteenth, as a result of the gains of the French Revolution, a pillar of 
conservatism.5

When poor people have confidence that their land and businesses are legally theirs, their 
respect for other people’s property increases. 

Formal, up-to-date property records will also provide the police with the information 
necessary for civilized restraint. In developing and former communist nations, one of the 
chief characteristics of outlaws is not having a legal address. When a crime is committed, 
police do not have the records, leads, or other property-based information necessary to “skip 
trace” prime suspects. That is why law enforcement authorities cannot be as selective as their 
Western counterparts when rounding up suspects and are thus more likely to violate people’s 
civil rights. 

Owning formal property also tends to discourage unruly behavior. When people are forced to 
divide their property into smaller and smaller parcels, the heirs of their heirs, crowded off the 
family land, are more likely to squat elsewhere. Also, when a person cannot prove he owns 
anything, he is more likely to have to bribe his way through the bureaucracy, or with the help 
of his neighbors, take the law into his own hands. Worse still, without good law to enforce 
obligations, society in effect invites the gangsters and terrorists to do the job. My colleagues 
and I have carried out formal titling campaigns that have displaced terrorists by coopting their 
role as the area’s security force against the real or imagined threat of land expropriation. 

Property also provides a legal alternative to drug trafficking. As long as the farmers remain 
illegal landowners, short-term cash crops, like coca and opium poppies, remain their only 
alternative. For small farmers in some areas of the developing world, money advanced by 
drug traffickers is practically the only credit available, and because their property 
arrangements appear in no official system, law enforcement cannot even find them, never 
mind work out an enforceable crop-substitution agreement. This lack of legal protection also 

                                                 
5  Richard Pipes, The Russian Revolution (New York: Vintage Books, 1991), p. 112. 
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means that growers of drug crops have to band together to defend their assets or call on 
traffickers to defend them. Without a formal property system that includes such landowners, 
controlling growers of drug crops, chasing drug traffickers, and identifying polluters of the 
environment becomes virtually impossible. There is no way for authorities to penetrate the 
tight extralegal arrangements the people create to protect their interests. 

Legalizing property is hardly charity for the poor. Creating an orderly market that makes 
owners accountable and gives their homes clear titles worthy of financing will generate an 
expanding market, encourage law and order, and put money into the pockets of the elite. 

DEALING WITH THE CUSTODIANS OF THE BELL JAR 
Once reformers have the poor and at least some of the elite on their side, it will be time to 
take on the public and private bureaucracy who administer and maintain the status quo—
principally, the lawyers and the technicians. 

The Lawyers 
In theory, the legal community should favor reform because it will expand the rule of law. 
But, in fact, most lawyers in developing and former communist countries have been trained 
not to expand the rule of law but to defend it as they found it. Lawyers are the professionals 
most involved in the day-to-day business of property. They sit in the key government offices 
where they can suppress major decisions. No group—aside from terrorists—is better 
positioned to sabotage capitalist expansion. And unlike terrorists, the lawyers know how to do 
it legally. 

Although entrepreneurs and ordinary people are the builders of capital and capitalism, it is the 
lawyers who fix property concepts in tangible representative form and define those concepts 
in statutes. The security of ownership, the accountability of owners, and the enforceability of 
transactions must ultimately be concretized in procedures and rules drafted by lawyers. In 
fact, it is the legal profession that perfects all the artifacts of formal property: titles, records, 
trademarks, copyrights, promissory notes, bills of exchange, patent rights, shares of corporate 
stock. Whether you like lawyers or not, no genuine change in the property regime and the 
capital formation process will take place without the cooperation of at least some of them. 

The difficulty is that few lawyers understand the economic consequences of their work, and 
their knee-jerk reaction to extralegal behavior and to large-scale change is generally hostile. 
All the reformers I have met working to make property more accessible to the poor operate 
with the presumption that the legal profession is their natural enemy. Economists involved in 
reform have become so frustrated with legal conservatism that they have invested time and 
money to discredit the legal profession. Using economic data from fifty-two countries from 
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1960 to 1980, Samar K. Datta and Jefferey B. Nugent have shown that for every percentage 
point increase in the number of lawyers in the labor force (from, say, 0.5 to 1.5 percent), 
economic growth is reduced by 4.76 to 3.68 percent—thus showing that economic growth is 
inversely related to the prudence of lawyers.6

What especially irritates many reformers is how lawyers shift the blame for bad property 
systems to other people. I have often heard lawyers commending existing property law, while 
in the same breath conceding that legally issued property titles were difficult or impossible to 
use. This is, of course, unacceptable. A lawyer cannot design the law and the administrative 
procedures for implementing it and then blame its failure on the inadequacies of the low-level 
technocrats who implement the law or the poor education of those who use it. It is not enough 
to draft elegant laws. They must also work in the administrative and social reality for which 
they were drafted. 

Interestingly enough, the strongest criticism of lawyers’ efforts to stall property reform often 
comes from their fellow attorneys. This is how S. Rowton Simpson, a lawyer and the world’s 
most renowned author on the subject of land registration, writes of his colleagues: 

Lawyers, the world over, are notorious for their reluctance to accept even the 
smallest changes in their traditional procedures. ... Torrens [the Australian creator 
of one of the world’s most secure recording systems], who was opposed tooth and 
nail by the legal profession, overcame the opposition of the lawyers in South 
Australia; but his story is exceptional. It takes a diamond to cut a diamond, and in 
most countries registration of title has, as a rule, owed its introduction to the efforts 
of a lawyer, handicapped as he may have been by the active opposition of the 
practicing members of his profession; and passive opposition may be even worse 
than active, which at least either wins or is defeated. Passive opposition is more 
insidious; it can stultify progress. Not a few statutes have withered on the vine after 
receiving a welcome from practitioners which proved to be merely lip service or 
even “the kiss of death”; other statutes have had built into them a procedure so 
long-term as to make progress almost imperceptible; such statutes certainly offer 
no dangers to established practice, and so tend to be acceptable to the legal 
profession, but they do not really achieve the objective; they merely swell the list, 
if not of failures, at least of “non-successes.”7

Although lawyers often concede that other disciplines have to be dynamic, they argue that the 
law must be stable. Such veneration of the rule of law, no matter the consequences, can reach 
                                                 
6  Samar K. Datta and Jeffery B. Nugent, “Adversary Activities and Per Capita Income Growth,” World Development, Vol. 
14, No. 12 (1986), p. 1458. 
7  S. Rowton Simpson, Land, Law, and Registration (London: Cambridge University Press, 1976), p. 170. 
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the point where attorneys who support reform risk ostracism by their peers. In German-
speaking countries during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the legal profession’s 
hostility toward property reform ran so high that any reformist lawyer was called a 
Mestbeschmutzer—a beast that fouls its own nest. 

The good news for reformers is that the most brilliant (but not necessarily the most 
successful) lawyers believe that law is made to serve life and not the other way around. 
Forward-looking jurists ultimately triumphed over the reactionary tendency of their 
profession in the West, even in the context of Roman law. To be sure, the battle was uphill all 
the way, mainly because, as Peter Stein has remarked, lawyers’ “contribution to a proper 
understanding of legal institutions was obscured by their emphasis on antiquarianism and 
their acceptance of Roman law as a finished product.”8 Nevertheless, over time, great 
European jurists overcame excessive rigidity because as Stein points out, they “made it their 
profession to become experts in the intricacies of the Roman law, and to ensure that it moved 
with the time.”9 Against their colleagues’ rampant unresponsiveness, in every European 
country an elite band of lawyers emerged to help lift the bell jar. 

Any government eager to pursue an integrated property system must therefore draw up a 
careful strategy for dealing with the legal profession. The key is choosing the right lawyers. It 
takes a wise and cunning political leader to avoid the lawyers skilled at the subtleties of 
scaring politicians into a state of immobility and to find instead those who will give legal 
form to an agenda for transformation even if it means bucking the system. Unless the reform-
minded politician handpicks his lawyers, he will be at the mercy of the ruling legal 
technocrats who will give lip service to reform while subverting it in the shadows. 

Courageous, reform-minded lawyers exist in every nation, and once the selection criteria for 
such qualities is clear, the right people can be identified. Many understand that the primary 
determinants of change rest outside the law. In every country I have visited, I have found 
groups of government lawyers very familiar with the extralegal sector, striving daily to find 
harmony between the formal system and the extralegal arrangements. Some academic lawyers 
are also acutely aware that the parallel orders of legal and extralegal law operate 
simultaneously. But their work tends to go unnoticed in the higher reaches of government, 
and so they, too, remain invisible. Indeed, it is nearly a rule that lawyers who are clued in to 
the existence of the two orders and are sympathetic with reform are pushed to the margins of 
political decision making. 

                                                 
8  Peter Stein, Legal Evolution: The Story of an Idea (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1980), p. 53. 
9  Ibid., p. 55. 
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It is these people whom the political leadership must marshal to storm the status quo and 
implement an irresistible national program to formalize property. Such an army, however, 
does not step forward spontaneously. Each lawyer must be located and recruited. Altogether, 
they will form the vanguard that can make the case of reform to their fellow lawyers. It is they 
who will be able to beat back the dinosaurs and explain to the legal profession in its own 
language how crucial it is to their own and their nation’s future to integrate all property into 
one unified legal system open to all people. They alone can explain to the rest of the 
profession that existing legal procedures have become not simply a nuisance but the 
insurmountable obstacle that keeps most of the people of the world from being in a position to 
create capital. Lawyers are human, too. Once they understand that the system they defend is 
hopelessly outdated, they will react positively. 

The Technicians 
Developing and former communist countries are forever spending hundreds of millions of 
dollars on mapping and computerized record-keeping technology to modernize their property 
systems—and they still cannot integrate their extralegal sectors. This no longer surprises 
anyone who has thought hard about the priorities of property reform. In 1993, a World Bank 
expert warned that “there has been a tendency to consider land titling a technical problem. 
Often the maps are made and surveys carried out, but the titles are not made or issued because 
of a blockage in systems or legal problems.”10

Even the technicians are concerned that they may be too mesmerized by the amazing new 
technologies. One of Canada’s foremost experts in land and information systems has 
expressed concern that some governments continue to view mapping as the cornerstone of 
property: 

We are currently in danger of perpetuating this myth by trying to reduce resource 
management to a geographical information system (GIS) problem. Technology is 
attractive; it produces tangible results. But it is only part of the solution. ... 
Consultants and aid organizations frequently export systems they are familiar with 
(usually their own or ones they have worked with) without giving sufficient 
consideration to the needs and constraints of the recipient country. ... There is a 
need for more modesty among professional consultants; there is a need to 
occasionally admit that they do not always know the answer or that their system 
may not be appropriate.11

                                                 
10  Lynn Holstein, “Review of Bank Experience with Land Titling and Registration,” working papers, March 1993, p. 9. 
11  J. D. McLaughlin and S. E. Nichols, “Resource Management: The Land Administration and Cadastral Systems 
Component,” Surveying and Mapping, Vol. 49, No. 2 (1989), p. 84. 
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Property creation programs will continue to fail as long as governments think that creating 
property requires only getting acquainted with physical things—that once they have 
photographed, surveyed, measured, and computerized the inventories of their physical assets, 
they have all the information required to issue property titles. They do not. Photographs and 
inventories only inform authorities of the physical state of the assets; they say nothing about 
who really owns those assets or how people have organized the rights that govern them. All 
the photographs and computer inventories in the world cannot tell anyone what local rules 
enforce these rights or what network of relationships sustains them. As important as maps and 
inventories are to measure and locate the physical assets to which property is anchored, they 
do not tell governments how to build the national social contract that will enable them to 
create widespread legal property. 

The propensity in some countries to squeeze the issues related to property into the 
departments of mapping and information technology has obscured the real nature of property. 
Property is not really part of the physical world: its natural habitat is legal and economic. 
Property is about invisible things, whereas maps are resemblances of physical things on the 
ground. Maps capture the physical information of assets but miss the big picture. Without the 
pertinent institutional and economic information about extralegal arrangements, they cannot 
capture the reality outside the bell jar. They are thus unable to do their real job, which is to 
help anchor the property aspects of assets in physical reality so as to keep virtuality and 
physicality in sync. 

Until the obstacles to using formal property systems are removed and the extralegal 
arrangements have been replaced by the law, people have little incentive to supply the 
information necessary to keep maps and databases updated and reliable. People do not want to 
get inside the formal property system because they are eager to be mapped, recorded, or 
taxed; they will join the system when its economic benefits are obvious to them and when 
they are certain their rights will continue to be protected. 

As long as these rights are protected by an extralegal social contract, people will see no 
reason to notify authorities of any changes in the disposition of their assets. Only when formal 
law replaces extralegal arrangements as the source of protection for property will people 
accept its legitimacy and be interested in providing authorities with the information required 
to keep their maps and records current. The place where the social contract is located 
determines where the records and maps can be kept current. 

This is not a trivial point. Technically driven titling projects tend to degenerate into 
identification systems for physical stock, outdated Domesday Books, or historical relics. The 
mapping and computer industries suffer as a result. Their project budgets are approved by 
politicians who expect that these new methods will incorporate the poor. Once they realize 
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they do not, the mapping projects get scaled down or terminated. My team and I have found 
this happening time and again. 

The reason why these technologies work so well in advanced nations, without the need for 
much legal and political tinkering, is that the tinkering was done more than a hundred years 
ago. The all-encompassing social contract on property is already firmly in place. When the 
database systems, geographical information systems, remote sensing, global positioning 
systems, and all the wonderful information technology tools became available during the past 
thirty years, they fit neatly into a well-integrated information and legal infrastructure. Thus 
the written and graphic representational devices and facilities for better storage, retrieval, and 
manipulation of information could be put to good use. 

I am not saying that engineering, systems integration, information technology companies, 
equipment vendors, registry advisors, and all the others who provide property documentation 
services specialized in surveying, mapping, and the modernization of registries are 
unimportant to property creation—quite the contrary. If appropriately adapted to massive 
registration and to operating in an extralegal environment, they are indispensable for defining 
physical locations as well as for processing and integrating information. They will consume 
most of the money spent on property reform, but only after the legal and political problems of 
bringing in the extralegal sector are solved. 

Only true political leadership can coax the law of property out of its preoccupation with the 
past and into an appreciation of the present, from being much too impressed with technology 
to becoming concerned with the good of society. Politicians are needed because existing 
institutions are inclined to favor and protect the status quo. It is a political task to persuade 
technocracy to make itself over and support change. 

Political intervention is also necessary because government organizations within the bell jar 
are generally not designed to undertake swift, broad reform programs. They are usually 
organized as specialized departments, a structure that makes more sense in developed nations, 
where only gradual change is necessary because the law and formal property are already 
functioning for all. Property creation is not at all like a privatization program, which involves 
selling only a dozen or so bundles of assets a year. The goal of property reform is to award 
property rights for millions of assets to millions of people in a short time. This means that at 
least half the job is about communications. The leaders of property reform need to describe 
how popular capitalism will affect many different interest groups, show them the benefits 
they will derive from it, and persuade them that it is a win-win exercise for all segments of 
society. For the extralegal sector, these leaders must address their pent-up entrepreneurial 
energy and demonstrate the advantages of integrating a new formal law. For the legal sector, 
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they must explain that the proposed reforms will not hurt legitimate and enforceable rights 
and that there will be aggregate gains for all interest groups. 

Creating a property system that is accessible to all is primarily a political job because it has to 
be kept on track by people who understand that the final goal of a property system is not 
drafting elegant statutes, connecting shiny computers, or printing multicolored maps. The 
goal of formal property is to put capital in the hands of the whole nation. 
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Annex 3 

Description of Tasks 
 
I. Program Planning and Definition of Scope 
 
Set up ILD project team: Assign personnel and responsibilities.  
 
Prepare detailed ILD team and personal workplans, Once working hypotheses have been 
identified, the team should clearly define the responsibilities of each of its members. With 
such responsibilities in mind, each team member should develop its own personal plan that 
includes specific task and deliverables. 
 
Revisit Diagnosis in light of the feedback received from the evaluation team, the steering 
committee, and other stakeholders.  Determine additional research to be conducted: 
Determine which topics need to be studied further and in which regions according to the 
feedback received from the steering committee.  
 
Develop TOR to prepare report describing all relevant ongoing programs  
 
Prepare report describing all relevant ongoing programs 
 
Disseminate results of the Diagnosis through workshops and similar activities 
 
Define potential areas for reform (Working Hypotheses) based on the Diagnosis report: 
Break down recommendations presented in the Diagnosis report into individual working 
hypotheses to be validated and studied in-depth. It is important to state the objective of the 
hypothesis, its timeframe, its deliverables, and its relationship with other reforms.  
 
Discuss reform package and prioritize reforms by groups: Carry out a preliminary 
consultation with stakeholders of the hypotheses and decide, amongst the team, which of 
these should be targeted first.  
 
Conduct desk research: Gather, revise and review existing bibliography of the topics found 
in the working hypothesis. Identify through secondary sources the relevant stakeholders, what 
on-going reforms are relevant, etc.   
 
Review initial working hypotheses and definitions at strategic level (joint multi-disciplinary 
approach of the legal, extralegal and economic teams):  
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Confirm/revise operational relationship w/ client government; present and discuss 
directions of research based on working hypothesis and recommendations:  
 
Prepare profiles for local staff of professionals: according to the specific needs of the 
Program during the reform design stage 
 
Search, select and contract key local personnel: Search for personnel that will follow the 
ILD team throughout the reform stage. The team should have a general scope more than a 
specific expertise.  
 
Establish a Preliminary Scope for working hypothesis: Define the geographical scope and 
the technical extent of the reforms.   
 
Customize ILD methodology for specific research: Depending on the nature of the reform 
under study, determine what type of research is necessary and how it will be performed. Some 
of the options are through focus groups, in-depth interviews, surveys, case studies, etc.   
 
Adapt or create terms of reference (TORs) establishing contractual conditions for local 
consultants/suppliers: Once the working hypothesis, needed research and methodology has 
been identified, create TORs that provide the consultant with all the necessary information to 
conduct the expected research. These TORs should include specific questions, deliverables, 
times, and annexes.  
 
Search, select, and contract potential local experts/consultants: Using the network of 
contacts already established by the ILD, locate and contract local experts for each of the 
reforms proposed.  
 
Provide training for local experts/consultants: Provide a brief induction that explains the 
ILD’s ideology, methods, conceptual framework, etc. so that local experts/consultants can 
develop their research according to our standards and expectations.  
 
Training of local experts/ consultants: providing them with the appropriate background on 
MKURABITA, the conceptual framework and the plan designed for the reform design stage.  
 
II. Deepen analysis, evaluation and outlining of alternative reforms 
 
Conduct additional research to complement Diagnosis results 
 
Validate working hypotheses with consultants/experts: Once consultants are trained, 
consult with them and validate established working hypothesis.  
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Conduct research to identify possible alternative reforms with consultants/experts: 
Through research and brainstorming, identify the two or three plausible alternatives of 
reforms for each working hypothesis.  
  
Analyze the potential reforms against applicable international benchmarks: Research 
and analyze the international best practices for each reform.  
 
Analyze policy implications for the potential reforms: Analyze the implications in the 
areas of labor, taxes, credit, trade, and justice, among others.  
 
Carry out a SWOT analysis of the potential reforms: individual analysis of each proposal, 
according to the factors relevant for each case. 
 
Define political and legal feasibility of the potential reforms: to asses the appropriate level 
of the reform to proposed. 
 
Conduct general assessment of on-going reforms in light of the pursuance to harmonize 
them with potential reforms: Identify ongoing reforms relevant to the reform proposal, 
assess their current situation and analyze possibilities of mutual benefit with reform 
proposals. 
 
Present or discuss main issues with relevant stakeholders: Through interviews, 
workshops, and networking, collect pertinent feed back from stakeholders in order to enrich 
the alternative reforms.  
 
Prepare a progress report explaining the key features (scope, nature, impact, risks and 
prerequisites) of the selected reforms: Collect and process all the supporting evidence from 
experts and the consultation process. Draft a final report that describes and   gives evidence of 
the positive impact of the first package of reforms.  
 
Present, validate and refine the progress report with the stakeholders: Discuss progress 
report with stakeholders, through workshops, interviews, and networks.  
 
Present, validate and refine the progress report with the client government: Prepare 
visual and presentation materials for the presentation.  
 
Outline potential reforms: prepare specific issues to be addressed by the proposal at the 
institutional and legal level. 
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Assess the economic impact (cost/benefit analysis) of the potential reforms: Create 
preliminary scenarios that compare costs and benefits of legality before and after the package 
of reform.  
 
Discuss outline with client government in order to get feedback and approval: Prepare 
presentation and visual material to communicate the outline of the package of reform to the 
government. Be prepared to receive, process, and include feedback.  
 
III. Design and Draft Legal Reforms 
 
Train the local experts to allow for their direct involvement in the drafting of laws and 
the explanation of the scope of reforms: If necessary, provide further training to the experts 
that conducted the research in order to use their assistance for the drafting of the laws.  
 
Draft the laws and norms necessary to carry out the selected reforms 
 
Validate drafted laws and norms with advisors and experts: Through workshops, 
interviews and networking. Be prepared to receive, process, and include feedback.  
 
Consult drafted laws with stakeholders: Through workshops, interviews and networking. 
Be prepared to receive, process, and include feedback. 
 
Collect, organize and process supporting data related to the selected reforms: 
 
Prepare an explanatory memorandum: This should include, for each reform, the 
alternatives considered, the supporting evidence for the reform proposed, and the criteria for 
prioritization.  
 
Calculate the overall economic impact on all parties involved based on forecasts of 
implementing the selected reforms: This will be done at two levels: 1) Macroeconomic: 
which will evaluate the way the potential reform could benefit the owners of legalized 
businesses and real estate properties, the workers employed by legalized businesses, the 
Government and the rest of the economy. 2) Microeconomic: which will compare four 
scenarios (previously analyzed).  

 
Present and validate the legal package (including the draft laws and the explanatory 
memorandum) with the client government: Prepare visual and presentation materials of the 
legal package. Be prepared to discuss and receive feedback. 
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IV. Preparation and presentation of reform proposals and the final report 
 
Define a communications strategy to disseminate the selected reforms, maximize 
sponsorship and minimize opposition: Determine which public activities should be carried out 
to form consensus. 
 
Develop a communication plan: In direct communication with experts 
 
Define with the client government and other counterparts a list of personalities and 
institutions that could sponsor and promote reforms in the public and private sectors: Use 
map of stakeholders developed before hand.  
 
Develop TOR's to contract Implementation experts 
 
Search, select, contract and train communication/implementation experts 
 
Develop an action plan for the implementation of the proposed reforms: Action plan should 
include times, scope, and budgets of the proposed reforms.  
 
Analyze and consolidate the recommendations for the final report 
 
Develop a strategy to maximize the political impact of the final report: Strategy should 
include all the relevant stakeholders and the network of contacts that has collaborated with the 
ILD through out the diagnosis and reform stages.  
 
Prepare and validate the final report 
 
Prepare material and the strategy for the presentation of the final report  
 
Present the final report and action plan of the Institutional Reform to the Head of State and 
obtain authorization to go ahead with the Implementation program 
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Annex 4 



 
Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission work plan 

Name Patricia Aparicio 
Research area Business - Mainland 

Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
I. Conclude selection of consultants a 
MKURABITA staff (lawyers) 

       Hire a permanent staff of
support attorneys 

• Call for qualified 
candidates is put into 
motion 

• Conduct interviews of 
candidates who have been 
pre-selected 

• Hire those selected 
II. Train new staff and consultants       Staff members hired are trained • Training program 

• Selection of topics and 
speakers 

• Selection and preparation 
of training material 

III. Identify new consultancies and prepare 
TORs 

      Cover new areas of study 
identified through field work   

• Prepare new TORS 
• Conduct the candidate 

search process, selection 
and hiring 

IV. Deepen the analysis of the archetypes: 
Documentation on business organizational 
forms that permits the division of work  

      i) Make extralegal 
agreements more secure 
and enforceable 

ii) Facilitate strategies for 
business formalization 

• Exchange information 
with the extralegal team  
• Hold weekly meetings 

with the extralegal 
team  

IV.1 Deepen the studies on the forms of 
documenting different types of agreements to 
recognize business organizations, particularly 
in the case of general partnerships and limited 
partnerships 

      i) Identify strategies for the 
standardization of 
documents issued by local 
authorities 

ii) Verify use of formats 

• Compilation of 
legislation/ Translation 

• In depth interviews 
o Determine # to ensure  
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission work plan 
Name Patricia Aparicio 
Research area Business - Mainland 

Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
a) Review of related regulation with especial 

emphasis on:  
- Oral versus written contracts 
- Requisites and contents of written contracts 
- Registration requirement 
- Relationship between oral contracts and 
administrative registries and license issuance. 
- Advantages/disadvantages of oral contracts 

 

      

b) Analysis of formats and ruling standards, if 
they exist (i.e. the information that they 
contain) 

      

c) Interviews in DES and outside DES 
- With public officers of National authorities 
and ministries 
- With local government authorities 
- With consultants 

      

d) Identify and evaluate the on going programs 
that respond to the necessity to document the 
agreements to recognized business forms 

      

e) Establishing issues for reform – Outline 
schemes of proposals 

      

acknowledging 
partnerships when 
requesting a permit or a 
license. 

iii) Establish issues for 
regulatory reform 

iv) Obtain models of contracts 
for companies, partnerships 
and any other methods used 
to constitute the recognition 
of business forms 

v) Identify and study the on 
going programs 

representativity 
o Make 

appointments/contacts 
o Prepare questionnaire 
o Recording interviews 

or storing information 
according to a specific 
format. 

• Specialized consultants 
short reports or 
dissertations 

• Focus groups? – Agenda 
or questionnaire 

• Collection of proof: 
documents, models, etc. 

• Determination of the 
regions to be studied 

• Organize the work outside 
of DES (contacts and 
agenda) 

• Methodology to evaluate 
on going programs 
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission work plan 
Name Patricia Aparicio 
Research area Business - Mainland 

Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
IV. 2. Deepen the study of  the forms utilized 
to document the contracts most frequently used 
in business matters; the requirements and/or 
formalities and content of the same; their 
probatory value in the case of execution before 
the court due to non-compliance; which permit 
operation in expanded markets  

      

a) Review corresponding legislation       
b) Analysis of the contracts most utilized in 
contractual matters regulated by statutory law 

      

c) Analysis of the application and use of 
customary law in contractual matters  
 
 

      

d) Conduct interviews in DES and in selected 
areas 

- With public officials of national 
authorities and ministries  
- With local government authorities 

With consultants 

      

e) Identify and evaluate the on going programs 
that make attempts to document contracts; 
standardize contracts, particularly those 
regulated by customary law; and regulate the 
valuation of the same in the courts 

      

i) Verify the principal 
characteristics, 
requirements and 
conditions to establish 
validity of the contracts 
identified 

ii) Verify that business 
contracts are registered in 
the Document Registry 
(procedures, requirements 
and costs) 

iii) Verify the existence of 
sources that permit us to 
determine the customary 
law applicable in villages 
or regions 

iv) Verify the existence of 
authorities competent to 
declare the applicability of 
customary law 

v) Verify the existence of 
standardization strategies 
to standardize customary 
law on contractual matters 

vi) Determine the business 

• Compilation of 
legislation/ Translation 

• In depth interviews 
o Determine the # of 

interviews necessary 
to determine 
representativity 

o Make appointments 
and contacts 

o Prepare questionnaire 
o Recording interviews 

or storing information 
according to a specific 
format. 

• Specialized consultants 
short reports or 
dissertations 

• Collection of proof: 
contract models; 
information from court 
registries; registries held 
by district authorities, etc. 

• Determination of the 
regions to be studied 
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission work plan 
Name Patricia Aparicio 
Research area Business - Mainland 

Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
f) Establishing issues for reform – Outline 
schemes of proposals 

      contracts that are most 
commonly closed under 
customary law 

vii) Study the principal 
characteristics, 
requirements and 
conditions of the contracts 
identified  

viii) Identify and study the on 
going programs that are 
currently functioning 

ix) Establish issues for 
regulatory reform 

• Organize work outside of  
DES (contacts and 
agenda) 

• Methodology to evaluate 
on going programs 

IV.3 Evaluate level of standardization and 
accountability regarding the documents issued 
by notaries, registrars and mwenquetis. 

      

a) Review of related regulation       
b) Analysis of formats and ruling standards       
c) Interviews in DES and outside DES 
- With registrars of different entities involved 
- With notaries 
- With mwenyequitis 

      

d) Determine the role played by the notaries, 
registrars and mwenquetis in the 
standardization and registration of documents 

      

e) Identify and evaluate on going programs        

i) Verify the existence of 
strategies to standardize 
documents used by the 
notaries, registrars and 
mwenquetis 

ii) Identify and evaluate 
the information 
managed by the 
mwenquetis  

iii) Identify on going 
programs 

iv) Establish issues for 
regulatory reform 

• Compilation of 
legislation/ Translation 

• In depth interviews 
o Determine the # of 

interviews to ensure 
representativity 

o Make 
appointments/contacts 

o Prepare questionnaire 
o Recording interviews 

or storing information 
according to a specific 
format. 
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission work plan 
Name Patricia Aparicio 
Research area Business - Mainland 

Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
f) Establishing issues for reform – Outline 
proposal schemes 

      • Focus groups with 
mwenquetis: prepare 
Agenda and questionnaire 

• Determine the regions to 
be studied 

• Organize work outside of  
DES (contacts and 
agenda) 

• Methodology to evaluate 
on going programs 

IV.4 Establish probatory value of extralegal 
documents on business creation, contract 
execution and guarantees granted, etc. 

      

a) Study of legislation on solving conflicts and 
probatory methods  

      

b) Deepen studies on: 
- Conflict solution 
- Make-up and application of common law in 
the courts 
- Make-up and organization of customary law 
in the courts 

      

c) Study of the probatory value of the 
documents on file with different authorities 

 

      

d) Study the mechanisms established by law to 
enforce agreements when no documentation 
exists 

      

i) Verify the mechanisms 
that exist to determine 
the value of proof at the 
different judicial 
instances 
(characteristics, 
requirements, 
conditions, what 
happens when no 
written proof exists, 
etc.) 

ii) Verify how the diversity 
of legal systems operate 
at a court level 
(statutory, common law, 
customary) 

iii) Verify the existence of 

vi) Compilation of 
legislation/ Translation 

vii) In depth interviews 
o Determine the # of 

interviews needed to 
ensure representativity 

o Make 
appointments/contacts 

o Prepare questionnaire 
o Recording interviews 

or storing information 
according to a specific 
format. 

viii) Specialized consultants, 
such as advisors on 
customary law(courts) 

ix) Collection of proof: 
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission work plan 
Name Patricia Aparicio 
Research area Business - Mainland 

Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
e) Identify and evaluate on going programs        
f) Establishing issues for reform – Outline 
schemes of proposals 

      
strategies to standardize 
the value of proof , with 
particular emphasis on 
proof under customary 
law  

iv) Identify the on going 
programs   

v) Establish issues for 
regulatory reform 

documents from court 
registries, models to 
codify customary law, 
models of the different 
ways of valuing proof, 
jurisprudence, etc. 

x) Determination of the 
regions to be studied 

xi) Organization of work 
outside of DES (contacts 
and agenda) 

xii) Methodology to evaluate 
on going programs 

V. Deepen the analysis of the archetypes: 
Registration of business organizational forms 
and contracts 

      Establish a trustworthy, up-
dated and publicly available 
information on the 
formalization, registry and 
operation of businesses 

 

V1. Deepen the study on the registries 
managed by BRELA, particularly the business 
and commercial names registry 

      i) To update information based 
on the new law (Companies 

• Compilation of 
legislation/ Translation 
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission work plan 
Name Patricia Aparicio 
Research area Business - Mainland 

Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
a) Up-date and analyze current normativity 
(new law on companies and subsidiary 
regulation and/or internal directives) with 
regard to:   
- Registry norms contained in legislation  
- Internal processes at the registries 
- Registry principals applicable during the 

qualification process 
- Effects of inscription 
- Type of contracts that must be registered 
- Formats or models for contracts that must be 

registered 
- Formalities for registration (requirements, 

formalities, etc.) 
- Faculties of the registrar 

      

b) Determine the extent to which the registry is 
secure 
- Existence of conflicts during the registration 

process, fraud, nullifications, etc. 
- Degree of reliability or mutability of books, 

entries, indexes and registry )file) 
antecedents 

      

Act 2002) with special 
emphasis on: the new 
registration regulations, the 
discretionality of the 
registrar, the decision making 
process in each entity, new 
formats, the simplification of 
procedures, decentralization, 
etc.) 

ii) To update information 
regarding performance of the 
BRELA  

iii) To review and evaluate 
reform proposals for BRELA 
that are currently the 
responsibility of the BEST 
program. 

iv) Verify BRELA´s current 
performance 

 

• In depth interviews 
o Make 

appointments/contacts 
o Prepare questionnaire 
o Recording interviews 

or storing information 
according to a specific 
format. 

• Prepare the agenda and 
questionnaire 

• Gather new formats or 
models for contracts that 
must be registered 

• Methodology to evaluate 
on going programs 
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission work plan 
Name Patricia Aparicio 
Research area Business - Mainland 

Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
c) Deepen our understanding of the way each entity 
operates, determine the image and infrastructure of 
each  
- Infrastructure and resources of the entity 

(goods and services available, number, 
qualifications and experience of its 
personnel, sources of income, exonerations, 
exemptions, etc.)  

- Principal problems that each entity faces in 
providing services. 

- Image that the institution projects to society. 
- Relation between the resources and 

infrastructure of each entity with the 
services provided (physical state of the 
offices, quality of means for filing and the 
state of conservation of the documents on 
file). 

- Degree of efficiency and speed in the 
inscription process, issuance of certificates 
and access to registry information.  
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission work plan 
Name Patricia Aparicio 
Research area Business - Mainland 

Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
d) Participation and rights of users when 

objecting to decisions by registrars and 
officials in charge of registry administration 

- Types of resolutions that are expedited 
- Do different instances exist within the 

registry system? How are these organized? 
- Resources/tools for objecting to resolutions, 

including judicial, forms and objection 
processes 

 

      

e) Identify and evaluate the on going programs 
or initiatives for legal reform with regard to the 
modernization of registries (i.e. we have been 
informed that a computerization and 
decentralization process is being undertaken by 
BEST) 

      

f) Establishing issues for reform –outline 
schemes of proposals 

       

 

V.2. Deepen the study on administrative 
registries at a central government level  

      i) Verify the operation and 
functioning of  the 

• Compilation of 
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission work plan 
Name Patricia Aparicio 
Research area Business - Mainland 

Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
a) Registries of the Tanzania Revenue 

Authority 
(TIN  and VAT) 
- Up-dating of legislation  
- Review of the applicable practice notices 
- Review of existing formats 
- Evaluation of the documentation required, 

particularly for partnerships 
- Possible unification of both registries 

(according to the information that we 
received on our last mission) 

- TIN and VAT registries at the branch level 
(determine the information available, if TIN 
assignment is decentralized, discretionality 
in the reception of documents) 

 

      

b) Social Security Registries 
- Up-dating of legislation (according to 

information gathered on the last trip, BEST 
is currently engaged in projects of this sort)  

- Review if existing formats 
- Evaluation of the documentation required 
 

      

administrative registries at 
this level  

ii) Verify the strategy to 
standardize the formats 
utilized in these registries 

iii) Verify the state of the 
information managed by 
the registries 

iv) Verify the interconnection 
or exchange of information 
between registries 

v) Verify the performance of 
each of these registries 

vi) Identify on going programs 
vii) Establish issues for 

regulatory reform 

legislation/ Translation 
• In depth interviews 

o Make 
appointments/contacts 

o Prepare questionnaire 
o Recording interviews 

or storing information 
according to a specific 
format. 

• Determination of the 
regions to be studied 
(relative to branches) 

• Organize work outside of 
DES (contacts and 
agenda) 

• Gather formats utilized in 
these registries 

• Methodology to evaluate 
on going programs 
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission work plan 
Name Patricia Aparicio 
Research area Business - Mainland 

Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
c) Registries in the Ministry of Work 
- Verify if the new labor laws are in effect; if 

so, identify and analyze the subsidiary 
regulations regarding the job contract 
registration  

- Review the registry of job contracts, the use 
of formats in the case of oral contracts, 
documents to be presented, the mechanisms 
for fiscalization of compliance with this 
obligation 

      

d) Determine the extent to which the 
aforementioned registries are secure 

- Reliable information contained in said 
registries 

- Is the information secure or exposed to 
manipulations or alterations 

- Up-dating of information (mechanisms used 
to achieve the same) 

- Maintenance of information and files 

      

e) Determine the use given to these registries 
- Information for internal purposes 
- Information exchange or cross-referencing 

between registries 
- Information accessible to third parties 
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission work plan 
Name Patricia Aparicio 
Research area Business - Mainland 

Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
f) Determine how the registries work and gather 
information on their respective images and 
infrastructures  
- Infrastructure and resources of the entity 

(goods and services available, number, 
qualifications and experience of personnel, 
income sources, exonerations, exemptions, 
decentralized offices-faculties, etc.) 

- Principal problems that entities encounter in 
providing services. 

- Images that these entities project to society. 
- Relation between the resources and 

infrastructure of each entity with the 
services provided (physical state of the 
offices, quality of the means of filing 
information and conserving documentation). 

- Degree of efficiency and speed with which 
the inscription process and delivery of 
certificates are conducted. 

       

g) Identify and evaluate the on going programs 
focused on the registries in question 

        

h) Establishing issues for reform –outline 
schemes of proposals 
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission work plan 
Name Patricia Aparicio 
Research area Business - Mainland 

Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
V.3. Deepen the study of the business 
information that exists on the obtention of 
operating licenses (MIT and LGAs)12  

      i) Up-date the diagnostic on the 
information from MIT and 
the local governments with 

• Compilation of 
legislation/ Translation 

                                                 
12 This matter can be considered within the documentation given that the information currently handled by the MIT and the local government authorities is not is 
not contained within a registry per se. Given that the legislative bill on operating licenses establishes the creation of Business Registration Centers, we have 
considered it in the Registry package in order to evaluate the registry system in light of the proposals that we are seeking to make.  
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission work plan 
Name Patricia Aparicio 
Research area Business - Mainland 

Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
a) Information at MIT 
- State of the information (up-to-date, 

digitalized, by regions, by sectors, etc). 
- Existence of information exchange 

mechanisms with local governments and 
other ministries in charge of sectorial 
licenses 

- Up-dating of legislation and/or internal 
directives that affect the functioning of the 
department in charge of operating licenses  

- Directives issued to regulate the issuance of 
licenses by local governments 

- Improvements or changes in the 2004 
formats and the mechanisms of distribution 
of the same to local governments. 

       regard to business
ii) To evaluate if the Business 

Registration Centres created 
through the Business 
Activities Act 2005 are 
conducive to efforts to 
standardize information on 
companies currently held by 
MIT and the LGAs; verify if 
said centers are capable of 
serving as database providers 
for an information system 
and are in the position to 
handle businesses authorized 
under the prior law.  

iii) To inquire about the 
regulations involved in the 
Business Activities Act 2005, 
and, if necessary, to evaluate 
them. 

iv) To further research on the 
role of the village councils in 
the process to obtain 
operating licenses with 

• In depth interviews 
(particularly with 
Mwenquetis, Villages 
Councils and Village) 
Executives Officers 
o Determine the # of 

interviews to ensure 
representativity 

o Make 
appointments/contacts 

o Prepare questionnaire 
o Recording interviews 

or storing information 
according to a specific 
format. 

• Focus groups: prepare 
agenda and questionnaire 

• Determine the regions to 
be studied 

• Organize the work outside 
of DES (contacts and 
agenda) 

• Methodology to evaluate 
on going programs 
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission work plan 
Name Patricia Aparicio 
Research area Business - Mainland 

Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
b) Information on Local Governments 
- State of the information (up-to-date, 

digitalized, by sector, etc.)  
- Existence of mechanisms of exchange of 

information with MIT and the other 
ministries in charge of sectorial licenses 

- Revision of the directives issued by MIT 
with regard to the issuance of licenses  

- Use of current formats, uniformity in 
collection of information, processing and 
inspections 

- Review of the by-laws, directives  internal 
instructions in the areas of study selected 

- Review of the information, file and/or 
registry of  the Villages Councils or 
Mwenyequetis with regard to the opening of 
businesses in the area selected for study 

 

      special emphasis on the new 
role that these councils will 
play according to the new 
legislation.  

v) To inquire about the eventual 
modifications that may be 
produced in the sectorial 
licenses when the Business 
Registration Act 2005 goes 
into effect. 

vi) Verify the type of 
regulations that are contained 
in the by-laws 

vii) Verify the existence of the 
registries of declarations of 
customary law in the District 
Councils and identify/study 
their content 

viii) Identify the content of 
the registries in the courts 
and the state of the same 

ix) Identify/study the on going 
programs in course 

x) Establish issues for the 
reform 
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission work plan 
Name Patricia Aparicio 
Research area Business - Mainland 

Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
c)Analyze the Business Activities Act 200513

- When the law came into effect 
- Verification and analysis of subsidiary 

regulation 
- Evaluation of the characteristics, functioning 

and operation of the Business Activities 
Registration System 

- Evaluation of the characteristics, functioning 
and operation of  the Business Registration 
Centres  

- Evaluate and analyze the implications of the  
repeal of the Business Licensing Act 

- Aspects of the implementation of this law 
and the status of current business licenses  

 

      

d) Registries of the District Councils with 
regard to the declaration of customary law14

- Verification of their existence 
- Content of the same 
- Standardized information and the 

management of the registry 
- Accessibility to the public 
- Obligatory nature of the same  

      

 

 

                                                 
13 This issue will be touched upon in this mission but I doubt it will be concluded in six weeks. 
14 The assumptions about this registry are based on the stipulations in the Judicature and Application of Laws Act.  The finalization of this issue will depend on 
the consultancy assigned. 
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission work plan 
Name Patricia Aparicio 
Research area Business - Mainland 

Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
e) Court registries (particularly at the level of 

the primary courts) 
- Characteristics of the registries of rulings at 

all court levels (how they are managed and 
utilized, if they are standardized, 
computerized, the state of the information, 
etc, etc.) 

- Information exchange between court 
registries 

- Verify the existence and the characteristics of 
registries of oral complaints with regard to 
the Ward Tribunals Law 

 

      

f) Identify and evaluate the on going programs        
g) Establishing issues for reform –outline 
schemes of proposals 

      
 

 

VI. Deepen the analysis of the archetypes: 
Unleashing capital for different business 
organizational forms15  

        

a) Deepen the study of compliance with tax 
and labor obligations 

        

b) Study issues related to accounting books, 
accounting norms, applicable accounting 
norms 

        

c) Deepen the study of the winding up process         

                                                 
15 The issues included in this section will not be dealt with on this mission.   
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission work plan 
Name Patricia Aparicio 
Research area Business - Mainland 

Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
in light of the new Companies Act 2002 
d) Deepen the study of the Bankruptcy Law         
e) Deepen the study of contracts with the State 
in light of the 2004 law and its potential 
regulations  

        

f) Deepen the study business access to 
financing 

        

g) Deepen the study of the export mechanisms 
used by small companies (include possibilities 
for joint-ventures and clusters) 

        

VII. Updating input list: regulations, 
bibliography, interviews, consultant or expert 
speeches, focus groups, etc. 

       Standardized format to update the 
list 

VIII. Oversight of performance of 
MKURABITA professional staff 

       

IX. Organization of MKURABITA 
professional staff assignments- after mission 

       

Standardized format to assign 
tasks to MKURABITA 
professional staff. 

X. Coordination meetings – ILD team         
XI. Preparation of Progress report        Index and proposed content of 

progress report 
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission workplan 

Name Jackie Silva 
Research area Real Estate – Mainland 
Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
1. Final selection of consultant         
2. Induction and training of new staff and 

consultants         

3. Identification of further consultancies 
 Prepare TORs 
 Selection process 

        

4. Update and deepen the study of 
government structure 
 Constitutional framework 
 Minister of Lands and Central Gov. 
 Local government 
 Justice administration 
 Administrative systems (budgeting, 

controlling, acquisitions, public 
employment, approval of laws) 

      

 Understand the government 
structure and, at an early stage, 
identify possible barriers for 
implementation of reforms 

 Identify stakeholders and assess of 
their interests 

 In-depth interviews with 
consultants, lawyers and 
public officers 

 Review of laws and 
internal regulactions 

5. Update and deepen the analysis of land 
laws 
 Deepen de analysis land laws and 

related ones.  
 Validate and identify possible areas to 

improve the legal framework governing  
urban and rural land (Survey, Planning, 
Registration, delivery process) 

      

 Confirm the stage of development 
of these laws 

 Check if recently approved laws 
agree with the principles of a 
market economy 

 Check if recently approved laws 
promote or hinder land traffic 

 Identify stakeholders and assess of 
their interests 

 Review of laws and 
bylaws 

 In-depth interviews with 
government officers 

 In-depth interviews with 
lawyers 

 In-depth interview with a 
land economist 
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission workplan 
Name Jackie Silva 
Research area Real Estate – Mainland 
Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
6. Update and deepen the analysis of on-

going reforms and programs 
 Study the strategy for implementation 

of land laws (SPILL) recently 
approved, 

 Study other on-going reforms or 
programs regarding land property 

 Deepen the analysis of reforms or 
programs regarding land property 

 Analyze government capabilities to 
implement Land Laws. Analyze 
administrative systems (information, 
registry, surveying, planning) 

      

 Identify the stage of development 
of these reforms or programs 

 Check if these reforms or 
programs agree with the principles 
of a market economy 

 Identify stakeholders and assess of 
their interests 

 

 In-depth interviews with 
government and program 
officers 

 Review of reforms and 
programs’ plans, budgets, 
progress reports 

 In-depth interviews with 
lawyers 

 In-depth interview with a 
land economist 

 In-depth interview with 
stakeholder. 

7. Study the participation of local government 
in documenting and registering land 
property 
 Identify the roles of local government 

in documenting and registering land 
property  

 Identify the perception of users 
regarding its performance 

 

      

 Evaluate level of standardization 
and accountability of documents 
issued 

 Identify strategies for 
standardization of documents 

 Identify strategies to expand 
services and make them more 
accessible to citizens 

 Identify possible corrections to the 
legal framework that may improve 
transaction security 

 Review of laws And 
Internal Regulations 

 In-depth interviews with 
local government officers 

 In-depth interviews with 
citizens 

 Eventually, focus group 
with citizens to validate 
information 
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission workplan 
Name Jackie Silva 
Research area Real Estate – Mainland 
Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 

8. Study the participation of notary publics, 
Public Officers  and lawyers in 
documenting and registering land property 
 Identify the roles of notary publics and 

lawyers in documenting and registering 
land property 

 Assess the proving value of documents 
issued by notary publics, Public 
Officers and lawyers 

 Identify their scope of influence 
 Identify the perception of users 

regarding their performance 

      

 Evaluate level of standardization 
and accountability of documents 
issued by notary publics and 
lawyers 

 Identify strategies for 
standardization of documents 

 Identify strategies to expand 
services and make them more 
accessible to citizens 

 Identify possible corrections to the 
legal framework that may improve 
transaction security and 
enforcement 

 Review of laws 
 In-depth interviews with 

lawyers and notary 
publics 

 In-depth interviews at 
Chief Justice office 

 In-depth interviews at 
primary courts and ward 
courts 

 Validate information with 
consultants 

 Eventually, focus group 
with citizens to validate 
information 
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission workplan 
Name Jackie Silva 
Research area Real Estate – Mainland 
Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 

9. Deepen the analysis of property rights 
registration 
 Identify registry policies 
 Study internal procedures followed by 

registrars 
 

      

 Evaluate level of standardization 
and accountability of documents 
issued by registrars. 

 Identify strategies for the 
modernization of registries and 
better recognition/assignation of 
land property 

 Identify possible corrections to the 
legal framework that may improve 
transaction security and 
enforcement 

 Identify strategies applicable 
during the implementation of 
reforms to restrain the lack of a 
land property registry 

 Visits to Public Registry 
 Review of registry files 
 In-depth interviews with 

registrars  
 In-depth interviews with 

lawyers and registry users 
 Validate information with 

consultants 

10. Deepen the study of collateral system  
 Identify mechanisms that facilitate 

identification of people  
 Deepen the study on property 

transactions 
 Deepen the study of judicial and 

extrajudicial foreclosure 

      

 Identify mechanisms that facilitate 
the  identification of people  

 Identify and validate reforms to 
facilitate property transactions.  

 Design strategy to make 
extrajudicial foreclosure more 
accessible 

 Evaluate legal barriers that avoid 
extrajudicial foreclosure 

 In-depth interviews with 
lawyers 

 In-depth interviews with 
bank officers 

 Validate information with 
consultants 
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission workplan 
Name Jackie Silva 
Research area Real Estate – Mainland 
Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 

11. Deepen the study of inheritance processes 
under the customary law 
 Study the documentation process of 

wills 
 Study the conflict resolution system 

      

 Design mechanisms for the 
documentation, protection and 
transparency of inheritance rights 

 Evaluate alternatives for conflict 
resolution, other than trough the 
judicial court 

 In-depth interviews with 
lawyers 

 In-depth interviews with 
judges 

 Validate information with 
consultants 

12. Coordination meetings – ILD team         
 Index and proposed 

content of progress report 13. Preparation of progress report        
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission workplan 

Name Carlos Hamann 
Research area Business – Zanzibar 

Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
I. Conclude selection of consultants for 
MKURABITA staff (lawyers) 

       Hire a permanent staff of
support attorneys  

• Call for qualified 
candidates is put into 
motion 

• Conduct interviews of 
candidates who have been 
pre-selected 

• Hire those selected  
II. Train new staff and consultants       Staff members hired are trained • Training program 

• Selection of topics and 
speakers 

• Selection and preparation 
of training material 

III. Identify new consultancies and prepare 
TORs 

      Cover new areas of study 
identified through field work   

• Prepare new TORS 
• Conduct the candidate 

search process, selection 
and hiring 

IV. Deepen the analysis of the archetypes: 
Documentation on business organizational 
forms that allow for the division of labor.  

      iii) Make extralegal 
agreements more secure 
and enforceable 

iv) Facilitate strategies for 
business formalization 

• Exchange information 
with the extralegal team  
• Hold weekly meetings 

with the extralegal 
team  
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission workplan 
Name Carlos Hamann 
Research area Business – Zanzibar 

Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
IV.1 Deepen the studies on the forms of 
documenting different types of agreements to 
recognize business organizations, particularly 
in the case of sole proprietorship and private 
companies 

      

a) Review of related regulation with especial 
emphasis on:  

- Sheha’s participation in contractual issues 
- Requisites and contents of written contracts 
- Oral contracts? Prevalence?  Advantages & 

Disadvantages 
- Registration requirements 
- Relationship between oral contracts and 

administrative registries and license issuance. 
 

 

      

b) Analysis of forms for incorporation 
contracts, if they exist, and how prevalent is 
its use. 

      

c) Interviews in Nguya and Pemba 
- With officers of the Zanzibarian Government 
- With local government authorities 
- With Shehas 
- With practitioners 
- With consultants 

      

vi) Identify strategies for the 
standardization of 
documents issued by local 
authorities 

vii) Verify use of formats 
acknowledging 
partnerships when 
requesting a permit or a 
license. 

viii) Establish issues for 
regulatory reform 

ix) Obtain models of contracts 
for companies, partnerships 
and any other methods used 
to constitute the recognition 
of business forms 

x) Identify and study the on 
going programs 

• Compilation of 
legislation/ Translation 

• In depth interviews 
o Determine # to ensure  

representativity 
o Make 

appointments/contacts 
o Prepare questionnaire 
o Recording interviews 

or storing information 
according to a specific 
format. 

• Specialized consultants 
short reports or 
dissertations 

• Focus groups? – Agenda 
or questionnaire 

• Collection of proof: 
documents, models, etc. 

• Determination of the 
regions to be studied 

• Organize the work outside 
of Stonetown (contacts 
and agenda) 
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission workplan 
Name Carlos Hamann 
Research area Business – Zanzibar 

Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
d) Identify and evaluate on going programs 
aimed, directly or indirectly, to document the 
agreements to recognized business forms  
 

      

e) Establishing issues for reform – Outline 
schemes of proposals 

      

• Methodology to evaluate 
on going programs 

IV. 2. Deepen the study of  the forms utilized 
to document the contracts most frequently used 
in business matters; the requirements and/or 
formalities and content of the same; their 
probatory value in the case of execution before 
the court due to non-compliance; which permit 
operation in expanded markets  

      

a) Review pertinent legislation       
b) Study the most commonly used contracts       
c) Conduct interviews in Stonetown and other 
selected areas. 

- With public officials of national 
authorities and ministries  

- With local government authorities 
  -   With consultants 

      

e)    Identify and evaluate o going programs 
aimed, directly or indirectly, to document 
and/or standarize contracts. 

 

      

x) Verify the principal 
characteristics, 
requirements and 
conditions to establish 
validity of the contracts 
identified 

xi) Determine the most 
frequently used contracts 

xii) Study the principal 
characteristics, 
requirements and 
conditions of the contracts 
identified 

xiii) Verify the registration of 
business contracts and 
before whom it is done 
(procedures, requirements 
and costs) 

xiv) Verify the existence of 

• Compilation of 
legislation/ Translation 

• In depth interviews 
o Determine the # of 

interviews necessary 
to determine 
representativity 

o Make appointments 
and contacts 

o Prepare questionnaire 
o Recording interviews 

or storing information 
according to a specific 
format. 

• Specialized consultants 
short reports or 
dissertations 

• Collection of proof: 
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission workplan 
Name Carlos Hamann 
Research area Business – Zanzibar 

Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
f)     Establishing issues for reform – outline 

schemes of proposals 
 

       standardization strategies
on contractual matters 

xv) Determine the business 
contracts that are most 
commonly closed under 
customary law 

xvi) Identify and study the 
ongoing programs that are 
currently functioning 

xvii) Establish issues for 
regulatory reform 

contract models; 
information from court 
registries; registries held 
by district authorities, etc. 

• Determination of the 
regions to be studied 

• Organize work outside of  
Stonetown (contacts and 
agenda) 

• Methodology to evaluate 
on going programs 

IV.3 Evaluate level of standardization and 
accountability regarding the documents issued 
by notaries, registrars and shehas. 

        

a) Review of related regulation       
b) Analysis of forms       
c) Interviews in Nguya and Pemba   
- With registrars of different entities involved 
- With notaries 
- With shehas 

      

d) Determine the role of notaries, registrars and 
shehas regarding the standarization and 
registry of documents. 

      

e) Identify and evaluate ongoing programs        
f) Establishing issues for reform – Outline 
schemes of proposals 

      

v) Verify the existence of 
strategies to standardize 
documents used by the 
notaries, registrars and 
shehas 

vi) Identify and evaluate 
the information 
managed by the shehas  

vii) Identify on going 
programs 

viii) Establish issues for 
regulatory reform 

• Compilation of 
legislation/ Translation 

• In depth interviews 
o Determine the # of 

interviews to ensure 
representativity 

o Make 
appointments/contacts 

o Prepare questionnaire 
o Recording interviews 

or storing information 
according to a specific 
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission workplan 
Name Carlos Hamann 
Research area Business – Zanzibar 

Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

      format. 
• Focus groups with shehas: 

prepare Agenda and 
questionnaire 

• Determine the regions to 
be studied 

• Organize work outside of  
Stonetown (contacts and 
agenda) 

• Methodology to evaluate 
on going programs 

IV.4 Establish probatory value of extralegal 
documents on business creation, contract 
execution and guarantees granted, etc. 

        

a) Study of legislation on solving conflicts and 
probatory methods  

      

b)    Deepen the study of mechanisms for 
conflict solutions  

      

c) Study of the probatory value of the 
documents on file with different authorities 

 

      

d) Study the mechanisms established by law to 
enforce agreements when no documentation 
exists 

      

e)  Identify  the probatory value assigned to 
contracts, according to its characteristics 
and formalities, in a judicial process. 

      

xiii) Verify the mechanisms 
that exist to determine 
the value of proof at the 
different judicial 
instances 
(characteristics, 
requirements, 
conditions, what 
happens when no 
written proof exists, 
etc.) 

xiv) Verify how the diversity 
of legal systems operate 

xviii) Compilation of 
legislation/ Translation 

xix) In depth interviews 
o Determine the # of 

interviews needed to 
ensure representativity 

o Make 
appointments/contacts 

o Prepare questionnaire 
o Recording interviews 

or storing information 
according to a specific 
format. 
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission workplan 
Name Carlos Hamann 
Research area Business – Zanzibar 

Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
f) Identify and evaluate on going programs        
g) Establishing issues for reform – Outline 
schemes of proposals 

      

       

at a court level  
xv) Verify the existence of 

strategies to standardize 
the value of proof. 

xvi) Identify the ongoing 
programs   

xvii) Establish issues for 
regulatory reform 

xx) Specialized consultants.  
xxi) Collection of proof: 

documents from court 
registries, models of the 
different ways of valuing 
proof, jurisprudence, etc. 

xxii) Determination of the 
regions to be studied 

xxiii) Organization of work 
outside of Stonetown 
(contacts and agenda) 

xxiv) Methodology to evaluate 
on going programs 

IV.5 Analysis of the Civil Procedure Decree 
vis-à-vis reform  

      Establish issues for regulatory 
reform 

• Compilation of 
legislation/ Translation 

• Specialized consultants.  
 

V. Deepen the analysis of the archetypes: 
Registration of business organizational forms 
and contracts  

      Establish a trustworthy, up-
dated and publicly available 
information on the 
formalization, registry and 
operation of businesses 

 

V.1 Deepen the analysis of Companies Decree          
V.2 Analyze the use of the Registrar of 
Documents 

        

V.3. Deepen the study on the registrars within 
Registrar’s General Office, particularly the 

      v) Update information with 
special emphasis on 

• Compilation of 
legislation/ Translation 
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission workplan 
Name Carlos Hamann 
Research area Business – Zanzibar 

Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
Registration of Companies Unit. 
a) Up-date and analyze current regulation  
regarding:   
- Registry norms contained in legislation  
- Internal processes at the registries 
- Registry principals applicable during the 

qualification process 
- Effects of inscription 
- Types of contracts that must be registered 
- Formats or models for contracts that must be 

registered 
- Formalities for registration (requirements, 

formalities, etc.) 
- Faculties of the registrar 

      

b) Determine the extent to which the registry is 
secure 
- Existence of conflicts during the registration 

process, fraud, nullifications, etc. 
- Degree of reliability or mutability of books, 

entries, indexes and registry (file) 
antecedents 

      

registration regulations, 
discretionality of the 
registrar, decision making 
processes in each entity, 
forms, simplification of 
procedures, decentralization. 

vi) Update information 
regarding performance of the 
Registrar. 

vii) Review and evaluate 
reform proposals  

viii) Verify the current 
performance of the Registrar 

ix) Verify interaction and 
integration with BRELA: do 
the follow a same work 
patron? Are the same 
registration principles 
upheld? Are the registrations 
made before one valid before 
the other?  

• In depth interviews 
o Make 

appointments/contacts 
o Prepare questionnaire 
o Recording interviews 

or storing information 
according to a specific 
format. 

• Prepare the agenda and 
questionnaire 

• Gather new formats or 
models for contracts that 
must be registered 

• Methodology to evaluate 
on going programs 

• Meetings with mainland 
business team 
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission workplan 
Name Carlos Hamann 
Research area Business – Zanzibar 

Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
c) Deepen our understanding of the way each 
entity operates, determine the image and 
infrastructure of each  
- Infrastructure and resources of the entity 

(goods and services available, number, 
qualifications and experience of its 
personnel, sources of income, exonerations, 
exemptions, etc.)  

- Principal problems that each entity faces in 
providing services. 

- Image that the institution projects to society. 
- Relation between the resources and 

infrastructure of each entity with the 
services provided (physical state of the 
offices, quality of means for filing and the 
state of conservation of the documents on 
file). 

- Degree of efficiency and speed in the 
inscription process, issuance of certificates 
and access to registry information.  
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission workplan 
Name Carlos Hamann 
Research area Business – Zanzibar 

Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
d) Participation and rights of users when 

objecting to decisions by registrars and 
officials in charge of registry administration 

- Types of resolutions that are expedited 
- Do different instances exist within the 

registry system? How are these organized? 
- Resources/tools for objecting to resolutions, 

including judicial, forms and objection 
processes 

 

      

e) Identify and evaluate the ongoing programs 
or initiatives for legal reform with regard to 
the modernization of registries 

      

 

f) Interaction with BRELA       

 

 
g) Establishing issues for reform –outline 
schemes of proposals 
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission workplan 

Name Carla Fosca 
Research area Real Estate - Zanzibar 

Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
14. Final selection of consultants         
15. Induction and training of new staff and 

consultants 
        

16. Identification of further consultancies 
 Prepare TORs 
 Selection process 

        

17. Update and deepen the study of 
government structure 
 Constitutional framework 
 Central government in Zanzibar 
 Local government 
 Justice administration 
 Administrative systems (budgeting, 

controlling, acquisitions, public 
employment, approval of laws) 

       Understand the government 
structure and, at an early 
stage, identify possible 
barriers for implementation 
of reforms 

 Identify stakeholders and 
assess of their interests 

 In-depth interviews with 
consultants, lawyers and 
public officers 

 Review of laws 

18. Update and deepen the analysis of land 
laws 
 Study laws and bylaws passed since 

year 2005 
 Deepen de analysis of land laws and 

bylaws 
 Analyze administrative systems 

(information, registry, cataster, 
planning) 

       Identify the stage of 
development of these laws 

 Check if recently approved 
laws agree with the 
principles of a market 
economy 

 Check if recently approved 
laws promote or hinder land 
traffic 

 Identify stakeholders and 
assess of their interests 

 Review of laws 
 In-depth interviews with 

government officers 
 In-depth interviews with 

lawyers 
 In-depth interview with a land 

economist 
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission workplan 
Name Carla Fosca 
Research area Real Estate - Zanzibar 

Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
19. Update and deepen the analysis of on-

going reforms and programs 
 Study on-going reforms or programs 

regarding land property 
 Deepen de analysis of reforms or 

programs regarding land property 
 Analyze administrative systems 

designed (information, registry, 
cataster, planning) to implement such 
reforms or programs 

       Identify the stage of 
development of these 
reforms or programs 

 Check if these reforms or 
programs agree with the 
principles of a market 
economy 

 Identify stakeholders and 
assess their interests 

 

 In-depth interviews with 
government and program 
officers 

 Review of reforms and 
programs’ plans, budgets, 
progress reports 

 In-depth interviews with 
lawyers 

 In-depth interview with a land 
economist 

20. Study the participation of local government 
in documenting and registering land 
property 
 Identify the roles of local government 

in documenting and registering land 
property  

 Identify the perception of users 
regarding its performance 

 

       Evaluate level of 
standardization and 
accountability of documents 
issued 

 Identify strategies for 
standardization of 
documents 

 Identify strategies to expand 
services and make them 
more accessible to citizens 

 Identify possible corrections 
to the legal framework that 
may improve transaction 
security 

 Review of laws 
 In-depth interviews with local 

government officers 
 In-depth interviews with 

citizens 
 Participant observation at a 

local government office  
 Eventually, focus group with 

citizens to validate 
information 

21. Study the participation of notary publics, 
lawyers, shejas and district commissioners 
in documenting and registering land 

       Evaluate level of 
standardization and 
accountability of documents 

 Review of laws 
 In-depth interviews with 

notary publics, lawyers, shejas 
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission workplan 
Name Carla Fosca 
Research area Real Estate - Zanzibar 

Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
property 
 Identify their roles in documenting and 

registering land property 
 Assess the proving value of documents 

issued by notary publics and lawyers 
 Identify their scope of influence 
 Identify the perception of users 

regarding their performance 

issued by notary publics, 
lawyers, shejas and district 
commissioners 

 Identify strategies for 
standardization of 
documents 

 Identify strategies to expand 
services and make them 
more accessible to citizens 

 Identify possible corrections 
to the legal framework that 
may improve transaction 
security and enforcement 

and district commissioners  
 In-depth interviews at Chief 

Justice office 
 In-depth interviews at primary 

courts and ward courts 
 Participant observation 
 Validate information with 

consultants 
 Eventually, focus group with 

citizens to validate 
information 

22. Deepen the analysis of property rights 
registration 
 Identify registry policies 
 Study internal procedures followed by 

registrars 
 Check progresses on the 

implementation of the land registry 
 

       Evaluate level of 
standardization and 
accountability of documents 
issued by registrars. 

 Identify strategies for the 
modernization of registries 
and better 
recognition/assignation of 
land property 

 Identify possible corrections 
to the legal framework that 
may improve transaction 
security and enforcement 

 Identify strategies 

 Visits to the Registry of 
Documents 

 Review of registry files 
 In-depth interviews with 

registrars  
 In-depth interviews with 

lawyers  
 In-depth interviews with 

lawyers registry users 
 Validate information with 

consultants 
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission workplan 
Name Carla Fosca 
Research area Real Estate - Zanzibar 

Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
applicable during the 
implementation of reforms 
to restrain the lack of a land 
property registry 

 
 
 

23. Collect information to study the collateral 
system 
 judicial foreclosure  
 extrajudicial foreclosure 
 English mortgage and the role of the 

private auctioneer  

       Have a general view on the 
collateral system that can 
lead further studies on this 
issue 

 Interviews with lawyers 
 Interviews with bank officers 
 Interviews with judges 

24. Collect information to study the process of 
seizure (“attaching property”) 

       Have a general view on the 
process of seizure that can 
lead further studies on this 
issue 

 Interviews with lawyers 
 Interviews with bank officers 

25. Deepen the study of inheritance processes  
 Study the documentation process of 

inheritance 
 Study the conflict resolution system 
 Study the registration of inheritance 

       Design mechanisms for the 
documentation, protection 
and transparency of 
inheritance rights 

 Evaluate alternatives for 
conflict resolution, other 
than trough the judicial 
court 

 

 In-depth interviews with 
lawyers 

 In-depth interviews with 
judges 

 Validate information with 
consultants 

26. Deepen the study of WAKF lands        Evaluate how WAKF lands  In-depth interviews with 
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission workplan 
Name Carla Fosca 
Research area Real Estate - Zanzibar 

Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
 Study the registration of WAKF lands 
 Study the role of the WAKF 

commission 

limit the transfer of land and 
its economic use  

lawyers 
 Validate information with 

consultants 
27. Study the documentation of property 

adjudicated by government 
 Identify restrictions to the use and 

transfer of property 
 

       Design mechanisms to 
reduce restrictions to the use 
and transfer of property 

 In-depth interviews with 
lawyers 

 In-depth interviews with 
house “owners” or tenants 

 Validate information with 
consultants 

28. Coordination meetings – ILD team         
29. Preparation of progress report         Index and proposed content of 

progress report 
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission workplan 

Name Tony Power 
Research area – Extralegal property 
Study of archetypes for documentation and 
registration of extralegal agreements related to 
property and possible connection to existing 
formal system and proposed reforms 

• Determine what is required for secure agreements 
• Determine essential characteristics that make archetypes doable and accessible 
• How will the information benefit reform proposals? 
• Suggest strategies for eventual formalization of property 

 
Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission workplan 

Name Tony Power 
Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 

I.  Conclude selection of networkers 
MKURABITA 

        

II. Train networkers         
III. Identify new networkers and prepare TORs         
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission workplan 
Name Tony Power 

Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
Formation of documents 
IV. Study documentation processes for 
property ( Key actors, types of documents, 
formalities, contacts with legality) 

• Study these processes presently 
operating at the most decentralized 
level of Tz administration, the village 
or Mtaa. 

• Study interface between Village 
Council and District and Central Govt. 

• Study the provenance and utility of 
documents 

• Undertake to study any aspects of the 
legal framework stipulated by Real 
Estate Lawyer 

 

      • Types of information produced and 
maintained by Mwenyekitis; state of 
archives 

• Processes of decision making 
• Cost of producing agreements 
• Evaluate levels of legitimacy of the 

agreements 
• Probative value of documents in disputes 
• Determine any regional or national patterns 

relating to frequency of use and possible 
standardization 

 
 
 

• In-depth 
interviews with 
chief actors, 
mwenyekitis, 
VEOs, WEOs, 
priests, elders, 
users) 

• Use of focus 
groups 

• Questionnaire 
• Consult with 

experts 

Probative value of documents 
V. Study situations where there are only oral 
agreements to discover methods used to add 
value to the agreements.  

•   

      • Determine the range of agreements that exist 
serviced by oral agreements only 

• What is the dispute resolution system in 
place for this situation 

• Topics covered by oral agreements 
• Formalities for oral agreements 
• Enforcement and dispute settlement 
• Trends towards documentation 
• National or regional patterns 
• Evaluate levels of legitimacy of the 

agreements 

• In-depth 
interviews with 
chief actors, 
mwenyekitis, 
VEOs, WEOs, 
priests, elders, 
users) 

• Use of focus 
groups 

• Questionnaire 
• Consult with 

experts 
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission workplan 
Name Tony Power 

Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
• Cost of producing agreements 

VI. Identify the existence of resources at the 
village and district level that would permit 
massification of the use of documents 

• Undertake to study any aspects of the 
legal framework stipulated by Real 
Estate Lawyer 

 

      • In line with decentralized system of 
government determine the capacity of 
Village Councils to implement existing 
laws. 

• Identify shortcomings, bottlenecks etc and 
help define legal and administrative 
remedies. 

• Analysis of 
information 
from field 
work 

• Surveys? 
 
 

VII. Study the processes of succession under 
customary law.  (This would have a particular 
reference to pastoral areas but could apply to 
property inheritance anywhere.) 

• 50% of people have farms by 
inheritance. What % have written 
agreements? 

• Pastoral societies have many 
agreements without documentation 

• Undertake to study any aspects of the 
legal framework stipulated by Real 
Estate Lawyer 

      • Study any existing mechanisms both oral 
and documentary for protection and 
transparency of hereditary rights. 

• Determine any indication of any trend 
towards documentation and what issues are 
being documented by archetypes. 

• (In VLA, Land titles with spouses as joint 
owners directly addresses succession in one 
important respect) 

• In-depth 
interviews with 
chief actors, 
mwenyekitis, 
VEOs, WEOs, 
priests, elders, 
users) 

• Use of focus 
groups 

• Questionnaire 
• Consult with 

experts 
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission workplan 
Name Tony Power 
Research area – Extralegal business 
Study of archetypes for documentation and 
registration of extralegal agreements related to 
business organizational forms for division of 
labour and possible connection to formal 
system 

• Determine what is required for secure agreements 
• Determine essential characteristics that make archetypes doable and accessible 
• How will the information benefit reform proposals? 
• Suggest strategies for eventual formalization of property 

Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
I.  Conclude selection of networkers 
MKURABITA 

        

II. Train networkers         
III. Identify new networkers and prepare TORs         
Formation of documents 
IV. Study documentation processes for 
businesses (Key actors, types of documents, 
formalities, contacts with legality) 

• Research particular aspects of informal 
business as stipulated by legal business 

 
 

      • Overview of business in the 
particular location 

• Processes of decision making 
• Cost of producing agreements 
• Evaluate levels of legitimacy of the 

agreements 
• Probative value of documents in 

disputes 
• Determine any regional or national 

patterns relating to frequency of use 
and possible standardization 

• Types of business information 
produced and maintained by 
Mwenyekitis; state of archives 

 
 

• In-depth 
interviews with 
chief actors, 
businessmen, 
mwenyekitis, 
VEOs, WEOs, 
priests, elders, 
users) 

• Use of focus 
groups 

• Questionnaire 
• Consult with 

experts 

Probative value of documents 
V. Study situations where there are only oral 

      • Determine the range of agreements 
that exist serviced by oral 

• In-depth 
interviews with 
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Tanzania Reform design stage: first mission workplan 
Name Tony Power 
Research area – Extralegal business 
Study of archetypes for documentation and 
registration of extralegal agreements related to 
business organizational forms for division of 
labour and possible connection to formal 
system 

• Determine what is required for secure agreements 
• Determine essential characteristics that make archetypes doable and accessible 
• How will the information benefit reform proposals? 
• Suggest strategies for eventual formalization of property 

Activity Timeline Objective Methodology / Tools 
agreements discover methods used to add 
value to the agreements for constitution of 
businesses, execution of contracts and 
guarantees.  
 

• Research particular aspects of informal 
business as stipulated by legal business 

 
 

agreements only 
• What is the dispute resolution 

system in place for this situation 
• Topics covered by oral agreements 
• Formalities for oral agreements 
• Enforcement and dispute settlement 
• Trends towards documentation 
• National or regional patterns 
• Evaluate levels of legitimacy of the 

agreements 
• Cost of producing agreements 

chief actors, 
businessmen, 
mwenyekitis, 
VEOs, WEOs, 
priests, elders, 
users) 

• Use of focus 
groups 

• Questionnaire 
• Consult with 

experts 
VI. Identify the existence of resources that 
would permit massification of the use of 
documents 

      • Determine opportunities and 
restrictions on the design of 
strategies for implementation 

 

• Analysis of 
information from 
field work 

• Surveys 
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Tanzania Reform design stage : first mission work plan 

 
 Name   Carlos Calienes V. / Local economic staff 
 Research Area  Economic component 
 Activity Schedule (preliminary) Objective Methodology / Tools 

1 Description of products and scope of the economic 
component 

             To clearly define the scope
and restrictions of the 
economic component 

desk research, interview 
with experts 

               Definition of deliverables and justification X  

              Determination of exclusions and restrictions X X
                

2 To hire local economic staff               To get  local support for the
economic component  

 

             Elaboration of TOR for senior economist X  
              Definition of criteria of assessment  X
              Call of candidates  X
               selection / evaluation X
               Induction  / Training X
 To organize the local staff work  in each phase of the Project   X X            
            Definition of remote report mechanisms X X X
                

3 To elaborate and execute a communication strategy and 
networking plan to local extralegal firms  

             To facilitate access to local
extralegal firms  

Interviews with local 
experts and social 
relevant actors 

              Elaboration of TOR for local experts/ specialists X X
               Definition of criteria of assessment of local experts X
             Call of candidates X X
               selection / evaluation X
              Induction /  Training X X
 Elaboration of  communication strategy and networking plan    X X X         
              Delivering of partial report  X
              Feedback X
               Delivering of final report X
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Tanzania Reform design stage : first mission work plan 
 

 Name   Carlos Calienes V. / Local economic staff 
 Research Area  Economic component 
 Activity Schedule (preliminary) Objective Methodology / Tools 
               Approval of final report X
 Execution of communication strategy and networking plan        X X X X X   
                

4 Elaboration of Diagnosis  of extra legality costs               To get  socioeconomic and
legal information prior to the 
impact evaluation of the 
reform     

Compilation of 
legislation / data / 
bibliography / local 
experts / in depth 
interviews. 

 To identify archetypes with economic relevance and national 
scope  

X              

 To consult information, bibliography / data bases / surveys / 
local experts  

X X             

 Definition of economic features of archetypes: costs, benefits 
and efficiency. 

             X Desk research

               Elaboration of questionnaires X
 Field work to determine economic features of archetypes X X X X X X X       In depth interviews / 

questionnaires  
 To identify extralegal costs in current / improved situation        X X      Desk Research 
 Preliminary Economic evaluation of the impact reform of 

transforming archetypes into legal  norms of national scope  
            X X 

              Elaboration of partial report  X 
             Feedback X X
              Elaboration of final report  X
             Approval of final report   X
                

5 To get institutional,  economic and financial information 
of extralegal firms    

             To get reliable  information
of extralegal firms  

In depth interviews/ 
Questionnaires/ desk 
research 

              Formulation of questionnaires for extralegal firms X  

              Definition of  criteria for elaboration of  cash flows for X X Benchmarking 
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Tanzania Reform design stage : first mission work plan 
 

 Name   Carlos Calienes V. / Local economic staff 
 Research Area  Economic component 
 Activity Schedule (preliminary) Objective Methodology / Tools 

extralegal firms 
 Elaboration of TOR - Statement of Work for the hired 

consultancy firm:  scope,  timing, costs and definition of 
approval criteria 

             X

               To identify  / Define required information X
 Determination of quality criteria for the selection of the firm   X            
              Definition of criteria of assessment X
             Call of candidates  X
              Selection of consultancy firm  X X
 Determination of the sample / localization / economic 

activities  
          X X X  

              Training for field researchers X X
        Field work in DES   X X X X X
 Field work outside DES  - urban areas        X X X X X   
          Field work - rural areas X X X X X
            To validate information   X X X
             To elaborate field work report   X
             Delivering of field work  report l a t e r  
             Feedback - field work report  l a t e r
 To systematize information   l a t e r          
 Delivering of final report   l a t e r          
             Approval of final report  l a t e r
             

 
   

6 Evaluation of the reform              To evaluate the economic
impact of the proposed 
reforms.   

CBA evaluation  

 To get complementary economic and financial information 
(COK, GDP growth per economic sector, etc)  

          X X X  

             Analysis of information obtained in 4 and 5 l a t e r
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Tanzania Reform design stage : first mission work plan 
 

 Name   Carlos Calienes V. / Local economic staff 
 Research Area  Economic component 
 Activity Schedule (preliminary) Objective Methodology / Tools 
              Elaboration of partial report  l a t e r
             Feedback l a t e r
              Elaboration of final report l a t e r
             Approval of final  report  l a t e r
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Category Total Time in Time in Number
Pers.-Month Lima Tanzania 1 2 3 4 of Trips

Specialist in capitalization of extralegal assets 5.50 3.00 1.50 3
Projects and Operations Director 6.00 4.00 2.00 4
Legal content Director 6.00 4.50 1.50 3
Economic content Director 6.00 4.50 1.50 3
Quality control Director 6.00 5.00 1.00 2
International affairs Director 3.50 2.50 1.00 2
Knowledge and training director 2.50 1.50 1.00 2
Economist - Quantification .& appraisal  of reform cost and 
benefits 4.50 3.50 1.00 2
Financial & Administrative Manager 4.50 3.00 1.50 2
Project Manager 22.00 14.75 7.25 8
Specialist extralegal sector 11.00 7.75 3.25 3
Senior attorney specialist in reform issues 4.00 3.00 1.00 2
Attorney  specializing in legislation - Real Estate 22.00 16.00 6.00 7
Attorney  specializing in legislaton - Business 22.00 16.00 6.00 7

Attorney identification &  categorization of extralegal inst. - RE 18.00 13.50 4.50 4
Senior researcher extralegal sector 11.00 8.50 2.50 2
Economist: Determination legal procedure costs and 
quantification 22.00 17.50 4.50 4
Assistant Lawyer 20.00 15.50 4.50 4
Editor/Translator 5.00 5.00 0.00 0

Totals 201.50 149.00 51.50 64

19 20 222115 16 17 18
Months

5 6 7 9 10 11 12 13 14

TIME EFFORT AND NUMBER OF TRIPS FOR ILD PERSONNEL
Annex 5

8
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Annex 6 
 

Tanzania Lima (*)
Project Coordinator 22.00 21.00 1.00
Senior Project assistant 22.00 21.00 1.00
Attorney specialist Real State issues 22.00 21.50 0.50
Attorney specialist business issues 22.00 21.50 0.50
Economist - Cost - benefit analysis specialist 22.00 21.50 0.50
Communication expert 22.00 21.00 1.00
Assistant attorneys (2) 44.00 44.00 0.00

176.00 171.50 4.50

(*) Training and discussion missions

Estimated time effort: MKURABITA local permanent staff

 
 
 

Number
Estimated 
time effort

Total 
(person 
/month)

Lecturers 20 0.25 5.00
Specialists 20 1.50 30.00
Regular - Reform 
design advisors 6 8.00 48.00
Total 83.00

Estimated effort: Local temporary staff
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